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Flexibility 
by Katie Mason 
"Flexibility" seemed to be the 
most frequently stressed term in 
use at the U ,C.C, meeting held for 
the Department of Professional 
Education in the S.U. Ballroom 
on Thursday, November 29th. 
TheDivisions of physical 
education, secondary education, 
elementary education, in-
structional media anp library 
science will all be areas effected 
by any changes made in the 
general education. requirements 
down of courses into four groups. 
(see Comment, Nov. 29,1973 page 
1) A student would be required to 
take a number of courses from 
each group for a total of 36 credits 
from the Professional Education 
Department. Thirty-six credits 
would represent 1/3 of the 
required number needed to 
graduate, the other credits could 
now. be filled by your major and 
elective courses. 
The difference between this 
broad, flexible guideline and 
today's more rigid general core 
requirements was the subject of 
the 1engthy discussion Thursday. 
Dr. Furlong, an Earth Science 
professor and member of the 
UCC, deliberated on the question 
of students ability to teach a 
subject if they have not taken it in 
college. If the Physical 
Education courses were dropped 
as a requirement, but offered for 
credit, what would this do to an 
anti-physicaJ education student 
and on what basis would you 
grade a· student? I s the more 
flexible, general core 
(GER) for professional. 
education. As it stands today, an 
elementary ed. major follows 
such a rigid course load of GER's 
that at the end of four years he 
would have a maximum of only 
four electives-ONLY FOUR 
FREELY CHOSEN COURSES! 
The question comes down to this: 
is it relevant to retain ~a rigid 
system of GER's or not? If not, 
what would a practical sub-
stitutuion or guideling include? 
The J:hysical Education 
department has drawn up a 
proposed general core guidelinE: 
for both BS and BA degrees 
which, basically, offers a break-
Space plan 
Here at Bridg(:~water, our 
growth in population increases, 
but we are Jacking in space. A 
new building for eiassrooms and 
offke ~pace would h<.' idt'HI. This 
would take Ii ypars to build at an 
l'xpellse \vhich would he too grpat. 
The Ad Hoc Spaec Utilization 
('Ol1llllittpc was fornwd to search 
oul possible j't·arrangenwnt of our 
pn's('nt eamplls facilities Hnd to 
;t 1101 spae(' badly ne{'d(~(l. The 
('OIlllllittee has 5:~(t,n(J() dolbr~ to 
work with and has consulted two 
;Irelwtt'ds: Carroll and GI'('en 
fit.'ld. They will figure out ways to 
III iiiz('IIH' spaee in th old Maxwell 
l.ilml!'Y and to use the remaining 
1I101l('Y for renovatiOtll'i in the new 
Maxw('\1 Library: hence plan 
1111'(\(', 
This Space UtilizatIon Com-
lllil1l'c was pr.e:.;ented plan three 
and had a meeting last Thursday. 
1\\ IIw meeting, the motion was 
made to accept plan three of th 
I'p:\sibility st.udy with 
Illodil'ieations. The vote was 
takl'l1. The result was six-yes, 
two-no, and seven-abstentions. 
Their Volt' with recommendations 
went to President Hondileau. It 
wa:-;n't sent to the SGA and 
i<'acllHy Council for recom-
llH'ndations as is usually done, 
until later. 
On F'riday, the SGA called an 
prnergency meeting. There they 
voted to reject plan three on 
certain grounds, These grounds 
FInS'!': They fpIt that since the 
cost of J'(';'; toring: the Old Maxwt'n 
Lihl·HI·.\' would ill' HI)IH'Oxinwl(-ly 
::711.noo clollal's, th(-n th(~ 
"('lllainilll~ Ifill,nOll donat·s didn't 
s('('m snHi('('nt I'm' tilt' PI'o,j{'('h-d 
l'Iassl'lImn aud ol'l'i('(' SIHU'(' in th(-
NI'\\' Lihl'al·Y. 
SI'X~()NJ): Thl' Student Senate 
didn't (,pel that the Space 
Utilization Committee's vote on 
Thursday wm; strong (mough with 
Ii yeas, 2 rIO and 7 abstentions, 
Th(!y,felt that with t.his weakness 
in a vote, they, the l~()mmittee, in 
(l sense was rejecting it. 
THIHD: They felt that the phrase 
" with modifications" was too 
vague a term. They ()uestioned 
how many classrooms will he in 
the Humanities Building. 
The committee misunderstood 
the SGA and Faculty Council 
procedures. This was, however, 
rectified. 
This motion, with recom-
mendations, was sent to 
President Rondileau. 
President Rondileau's decision 
is not yet announced. 
I,iheralism implies particularly 
freedom of I hought, freedom 
from orthodox dogma. the right 
of (Jthprs 10 think differently from 
'lIll"S self. II implies a free mind, 
opt'n 10 n(:'w ideas anq willing to 
I!iv{' attentive ('onsidPration. UohertA.'raft 
requirements providing students 
a means of escape from those 
subjects they find a little bit 
difficult? 
Members of the staff of the 
Physical Education department 
stressed that trying to teach' a 
discipline such as theirs usually 
proves to be futile if done on a 
scale of 300 students to 1 teacher. 
"You can lead a horse to water 
but you can't force him to drink:' 
- ie- in order to teach a course 
like health, it must be made 
meaningful to the individual. By 
offering physical education for 
credit, the quality on both sides of 
the· classroom will improve. 
Those truly interested will 
benefit,. others may cl:tange their 
attitudes and want to' come -but 
you can't force learning. 
By cutting the number of 
GER's, the hope is that both 
students an faculty will be ef-
fected. Students, obvoisly, will 
benefit by the opening up to 
electives. The faculty, however, 
will have to improve the quality 
and relevance of their teachings 
in order to gain student interest. 
Members of -SNEA (StUde~~: 
National Education Association) 
. present at the meetings supported 
the broad 36 credits propOsal for 
GER's and emphasized the fact 
that students take it from there. 
John Vichery, SNEA President 
(pro~temp) introduced the plan, 
already being acte~ on by the 
SNEA to provide counseloring 
services to . students in need .of· 
help. These services would be 
provided by other students,who 
could offer practical ,advice on 
what courses are relevant to your 
fi~ld of study. . 
Many faculty -and staff 
me~rs also stressed this idea 
of 'increased counseloring by 
faculty as well. as a key to 
making GER' guidelinE" a 
workable-theory. 
This· weeks uee meeting will 
~e this aftern~n from 2 to 4 in the 
SU Ballroom. Behavioral 
Sciences divisional meeting will 
include those majors such a 
Anthropology, Socialogy, 
Phychology t etc. 
Beer arid wine 
• In 
Rathskeller 
By Hichard Steadman 
The Ra thskeller night 
scheduled for last Thursday 
November 29, was cancelled 
because the Student Union 
couldn't obtain the necessary one-
day beer and wine license. The 
Neighborhood Association, led by 
Mr. Jo~nson, became irate 
because they felt. the SU was 
taking advantage of its priviledge 
to obtain one day licenses. To the 
Selcctmen of Bridgewater, it 
appears, had no choice but to 
deny Mr. Meany the license -
pending some sort of in-
vestiga tion. 
This does not mean that the 
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priveledge of the SU to obtain a 
one-day license has been revoked. 
Mr. Meany has already filed 
applications for licenses to he 
used for up-coming Rathskeller 
nights .. 
Mr Meany is also trying to 
obtain a Section 14 license. This is 
a wine and malt beverage license 
designed especially for 
educational institutions which 
allows the serving of wine and 
b{'{'t' in dining areas, Tbe Board 
or Governors is now in the process 
or designating the Rathskeller as 
a dining ball. The Food Service 
has also agreed to expand its 
facilities in the Rathskeller, 
.. 
• ~'. ' ~ ..... ,_ ~ I i 
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Christm.as wmmercialism: 
BAH! HUMBUGl 
It has.been said many times, written about in editorials and artjrlp~. 
talked about on TV and ro(;ldio, and communicated in every p(l~gjhlp 
media. However, until the farce of Christmas gives way to the true ~pirit 
of the holiday, it must be repeated. 
Damn the lightR, the carols, the artificial Christmas trees. JlClTnn 
Santa Claus. his elves, and the flying reindeer. Damn the artifiriaJ ~now. 
the window stencils, the plastic backyard figures. DaIPn the tinsE'L tlw 
glitter, the dolls that wet and the guns that shoot. If the energy ('risis r\lt~ 
an end to it, who cares--there has been a shortage of those 'expressinp- thE' 
true meaing of Christmas anyway. 
There was a time when the holidays were a time for gettin!! tOp"~thf'r, 
sharing and giving. Today it's a time of getting, seeking and p-rClhhiJ1r~­
The focus has changed from, "This is for you." to "What's for 1l1f'?". 
Not that gift-giving has disappeared from the scene, it's just that thf' 
standards have changed. There was a time when gifts, were p-iven to 
those who were loved, and cards were sent to those too far to visit. TNt('lY 
l4ifts and cards are sent to those who reciprocate. Monetary vahlE' iF 
determined by what you got last year. 
We have to re-evaluate the system. Theoretically, (,hristrnCl~ j~ 
supposed to be a religious holiday. To those who can believe, it i~ ~ timp 
for prayer, thanksgiving and celebration. For those who do not flmpr(H'p 
a religion, the basic message of peace and sharing and above ClI1. l(wE' 
should penetrate. 
This is the spirit of Christmas. Look beyond the lights and fhe rlClstk 
trees. See what Santa Claus symbolizes; not material gifts, but !'piritllll) 
,ones. Kindness. Joy. Love. 
. -MJV 
Academic 
Independent of the problems of 
fuel supply, the Faculty Council is 
gathering information on faculty 
nnd student opinion of the current 
academic cnJendar. 
1. no you favor an academic 
calendar of two semesters? 
Yes No 
c=l t::J 
I f not, do you have alternate 
suggestions? 
Jf the present calendar is 
retained, what is your opinion of 
the followfng items? 
2 .. ' I Ii the current calendar the 
first semester has abOlit seven 
dass days less than the second 
semester. Do you favor 




:3. Should the first semester 
pnd before Christmas? 
No 
CJ 
4. During the first semester do 
you favor a longer recess than 




5. In the second semester do 
you favor two one week recesses 
or one two week 
recess 
Please return as soon as possible 
to Professor Herrick, Department 




_ ... }:.:-.,f 
F: .. ·.~~~ 
~\O~, AU... RIGHT-lAkE \EM! "n..J\S PRESIDENT DOES NOT DEFY Tt-If: LAW! 
_Letter to the Editor _ with my conduct of the meeting :-i~m('what short circuited in the 
I mu~i ask that you please for English majors primarily<' article. i was very -careful t.o 
correct an error which appeared regarding student evaluation; point 'out that we do not now have 
,on page one of the November 29 First. I pointed out that although ,m American Studies track in 
issue of Th .. Coml11t'nt. Under current College policies officially ('xistence, much less a major; 
"Proposals" I was identified involved only student evaluation thaI certain steps for approval to 
u:;omewhat inaccurately; since of.non-tenured faculty, last year plan a major. as well as for the 
my name is Ridlon not Ridlow) fo~nglish majors had also planning itself must be 
with the statement "A separation ('valuated tenured faculty, and scrupulously observed: ,and that 
of the Geography and Earth t here was nothing to prevent their t hough trustee approval was not 
Science' department has been doing so again this year if they required for the track within an 
under consideration." I made no wished to. a Iready established major. such a 
such proposal. What I did was to As to themaUer of submitting pmgram would have to be ap-. 
raise a question at the Social the proposed questionnaire to the proved ny the governing 
Studies hearing on·the GER held department. I reminded the processes of this campus, from 
hy the Undergraduate students that the committee had (Inder-graduate Curriculum 
Curriculum Committee. After done fiO last year, that it was an Committee through Faculty 
Dr. Maier, chairman of the Earth (l{'cepled procedure to have Council and on to the College 
Sciences department, had in- faculty approval for the form, and Administration. Moreover, I 
dicated some confusion about the that this year the English referred to the sketchy and in-
:-iuitabiJity of certain courses in d£'partment. on Professional formal conversations now being . 
"his' disciplines for fulfilling Standards was willing to serve as ,held about our potential for' 
,requirements in several different the agency by which such mutual considering a Canadhm Studies 
, areas, I -;arose to question hi,ln. J approval 'eQuId be sought. I program~'underosom~ similar 
.. said "i would like to ask Dr stress~dthe :'c:.o~rtesy " aspect of arrangement onlya~' oneexample 
M(lier if his department had fiver the relationship only hecause of how student interest in such an 
discussed or had submitted to the there had been such general ('nterprise could facilitate and 
administration any plan for accord hetween the two groups ('xpedite planning, 
separating the department of Inst year: J should not wish to Thank' you for considering 
Rarth Sciences into departments have Hnyone believe that I do not these reactions as stimuli to 
of Gt1ology and Geography, the subscribe to the "mutually ('ditorialcorrection. 
one to be in the Division of agreeable" condition of the Sincerely, 
Natural Sciences and the other in questionnaire. Harold G. Ridlon. Chariman 
the Division of Social Scicncf's?" Finally, my remarks about the f<~nglish Department 
11(' arost' and answE'rt'd th(' Am<'rican Studies program got 
(Itlf'stion by indicating tht'y had 
dis('uss('d til(' possibility. 
This, then. was my only public 
!o:talement on the Earth Sciences 
dilemma, and it was merely a 
question put to Dr. Maier for 
darifica I ion purposes. 
The ink was hardly dry on this 
issue of Tlw Comnwnt when Dr. 
Maier. with his characteristic 
lInwillingness to believe that any 
of his fellow administrators could 
do anything (constuctive, 
anyway) without his prodding, 
asked me what I intended to do 
annut the misquoatation. I 
rccalled for him the question-and-
answer at the hearing, and told 
him this was the probable source 
of the error, but assured him that 
f would indeed seek a retraction. 
I have, no desire whatsoever to 
hecome embroiled in the bizarre 
internal politics of the Earth 
Seiences department. and if the 
amhiguity of that department is' 
as deep-rooted and com-
prehensive as Dr. Maier implied 
in his poignat testimony at the 
hearing--a kind of amphibian 
stranded netween the Scylla of the 
Natural Sciences and the 
Charybdis of the Social Sciences--
then he cert.ainly doesn't need me 
to add to his troubles. 'Con-
sequently, I feel that in addition to 
clarifying my role in the issue, 
'I'I\(' ('om IlWllt should add mercy 
10 justice and apologize to Dr. 
Maier' for having abrogated his 
authority. if only in print. 
While I'm in the eorrecting 
mood. may I respond also to the 
article in the samE' issue dealing 
f '. 
,1 . I , '. ~ 
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Comparison of Lettuce Contract 
Field Labor Agreement 
Coverage: 
Teamster - Multi-Employer 
Unit Master Agreement (13 
Western States) 
{WWOC - Single Employer .. 
Unit CInter-Har'vest. Inc.) (State 
of C~llifornia) 
Recognition & Bar~aining Unit: 
Teamster - Exc udes super-
visors, office clerical employees 
covered by another Union con-
tract and members of immediate 
families of Growers. 
UFWOC - Excludes quality 
control inspectors, research, 
technical, clerical &. sales em-
ployees, employees covered by 
another Union contract, security 
employees & supervisors. 
Non-Covered Units: 
i'eamsEer - Agreement for 
Card Check procedure to 
establish recognition in un-
organized units of covered em-
ployers. 
UFWOC - No provision. 
Union Security: 
Teamster - 10 day Union Shop; 
Check off: Special provisions 
Right to Work States 
UFWOC - 7 day Union Shop; 
Check off; None. 
Management Rights: 
Teamster - Company retains 
all rights except as modified by 
agreement. 
{WWO[, - Same. 
New Operations (During life of 
agreement) : 
-Teamster - Wages & Working 
('onditions to he negotiated if no 
agreement subject to arbih'ation. 
{WWO(, - Contract provides 
Waiv('\' of Bargaining Rights 
during Life or Contract. 
SUl't'Pssor (~lause: 
Tl'amstpr . NmH'. 
{fFW<)(' - Contract 10 apply to 
S\I('('PSSOI' and assigns to the 
I'XIt'1I1 IH'l'llliltt'd hy law. 
('tlllt nll't La hOI' : 
Cllvl'n'd hy !\1~I'I'('nwnt ('x(~{'pl 
WitI'll ('lIIllpany has 110 ('ontrol 
UVI'I' opt'ration pmployinn eon-
IraI'! lahnl' 
I WW()(' ('ullll'aet limits suh-
(,0I11l'al'ting and d .. firl('S when 
Pl'l'rtIi1tt'd ;tnd in ttwse eases 
('(mtl'ilet tim's not apply. 
('(j Srike: 
Tt'amstt'r - yltjS. 
I WW()(' .. YI-;S. 
No Lockout: 
'l'eamsters - Except does not 
<lpply wtwre direeted against a 
speeific ('ompany in (,,,put of 
cliSIHltc' ovpr Clq:t:mizution of a 
11IIIH'0\"('I'('d unit or rll'gofintion (lr 
a <'IIIJph'IlH'utnl ngl't'('JlH'Ilt. 
(WW(){' But provides right of 
(,llIpIIlY(,P In refuse to erw.;s picket 
lillt' of another company and 
I"pfUSt~ to ppr/'oI'm work normally 
p('rfornH'd hy workers of another 
company on strike. 
A Comparison of 
UFWandTeamster 
Contracts· 
rEOTTOR'S NOTE: Tn response 
10 the E 1ditorial in the November 
I. 19n issue of the COMMENT, 
we have received some additional 
information about the UFW. 
How('ver, the !'tand which I took 




Teamster - Yes. 
UFWOC - Yes. 
Health & Safety: 
Teamster- ~Yes: 
UF'woe - Yf'S. 
Seniority: 
Teao{ster - Yes. 
UFWOC - Yes. 
Union Hiring Hall: 
Teamster - None. 
UFWOC - Yes. 
Arbitration 
Call Time Provisions: 
Teamster - Guarantee of 2 
hours pay for each call if no work 
provided: 4 hours pay if required 
to start work. Does not apply 
where cause is beyond company 
{'ontrol. 
UFWOC - Guaranteed 4 hours 
pay. Does not apply where cause 
is beyond company control. 
Health & Welfare Plan: 
Teamster - Yes. 
lfFWOC - Yes. 
Rest Periods: 
Teamster - Yes. 
HFWOC ~ Yes. 
Union Label: . 
Teamster - Yes. 
UFWOC - Yes. 
Training Program: 
Teamster - Yes. 
UFWOC - Yes. 
Prnsion Plan: 
Teamster - Yes (lOt per hour 
('ontribut ion) 
UFWO[' - None. 
"ipperability: 
Teamster - Yes. 
llFWOC - Yes. 
Maintenance of Standards: 
'I't'amster - Yes. 
I WW()(, - Y('s. 
{filion Visitation: 
TNlmster - Y('s. 
I WWO(, - Y(,S. 
No I>iscl'iminatiol1j 
'\'('amst('t' .. Yes. 
t wwo(' - Y('s. 
Ovprlinu' Ptly: . 
T('nnlstpr - No daily 01' weekly 
over'tilTH' pay prOVISIOns. 
()v{'rlinw flay f('quired on 4 
('ontractual holidays. 
IWW()(' - ·Overtime pay. 
t'efjllin'd on 6 ('ontractual 
holidays. 2!ltt p(>r hour premium 
pay for hours worked in ('xcess of 
II 1'('1' day .md in ('xcess of 1 hours 
on Saltm\ay and 50ft pet' hour 
premium all hours worked on 
Sunday. 1l00';S NOT APPLY TO 
IHHfGAT()HS. 
W<!~('S: 
{'(ll1lstpr - Waf.W sralN; con-
tained in attached addendum. 
! WWO(' Wagp s{'(tles ('on-
lairwf\ in .Jltaelwd addendum. 
I Tnemploynwnt fmmranec: 
h',lTllSWI' .. Yt's. 
(WWO(' Non('. 
who opposed it. this comparison is 
printed. This was ~ubmitted to us 
by (l representative of BPM and 
J'eflects their opinion that the 
(fFW-T('am~ters battle is'a union 
:-:truggie and none of their con-
cern.) 
Vacations: 
Teamster - 1500 hours work per 
:vear qualification. 1 year 2%~and>­
!) years :~% of gross. annual ear-
. nings.· 
.--~ lWWOr 1500 hours 
requirement except certain piece 
rate workers qualify with 1000 
hours. Vacation pay 2% of gross 
annual earnings. 
Paid 'Holidays: 
'I'eamster - None. 
HFWOC - 4 paid holidays. 
Contract provides for workers to 
donate pay received for one of 
ahove paid 'holidays to Union. 
Camp Housin Provision: 
earns er - rovided for under 
Maintenance of Standards. 
lfFWOC - Yes. 
Credit Union: 
T<>amster - No. 
lfFWOC - Yes. 
Leave of Absence: 
Teamster - No provision if for 
Union business. 
lfFWOC - Yes, if for Union 
husiness. 
H(>cords & Pay Periods: 
"eamster - No provision. 
. 'Mnintenance of Standards ap,,: 
plies. 
lTF'WOC - Yes. 
Bulletin Boards: 
Teamster - No provision. 
{lFWOC - Yes. Nine days for' 
,Jury and Witness duty. 3 days 
hcreavement. 
Duration of Agreement: 
T('amster - .July 15, 1975. 
1 I ",woe - September 14, 197n. 
Compm'ison of Teamster and 
tJfo'Wlf Coachella VaHey Grape 
Crop Agreem{'nt 
1. Tlw Tf'<linRter Agreement 
was n{'gotial{'d prior to April 15, 
1Hn and signed on that date. This 
agr('em{'nt ('overs :H growers 
which r'{'present approximntely 
aSH{, of the tonnagc' produced by 
Ihe industry. Tht' llFWU 
Agref'lTIl'nt ~Cls. n('gotiated and 
sigm'd on Apl'j) 17, W7:l Hnd this 
agn'pmpn! cov('red two (lm-
ployers which jointly produ('ed 
l!}ltf, of the industry. 
2. Tlw hase wag(:ls ('ontained in 
I he llFWIIAgreem('nt wpre $2.00 
p'Pf ~our. 'Tht' new Teamster 
Agl'cem(lnt provided a base rate 
I h(l first year of $2.:\0 per hour and 
" !l(t!, increase in the succeding 
v(',irs Hnd al the beginning of the 
j'ourth yeClr of the agreement a 7% 
increase which established H base 
I'al{' of $2.70 per hour. 
:1. In addition, the T(>amster 
!\greeml'nt contains· a hospital-
llH'dicul phm for the f:'mployee 
:Itld his family paid for ('ntirely by 
Ihe {'mployer after the <>mp]oyee 
works 110 hours within H calendar 
Jllonth. The ('ost of this phll1 to the 
I'mployl'l' is approximately 2M 
Jl('r hom' rlue In I he fact that the 
I'mploy('1' is )'('quir('d to make the 
-;<11111' pn'mium paymt'nt for an 
I'lllplnypp who wOI'ks flO hours 
within 11 month as h{' is for an 
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pmployee who works a fulIJ}1onili.~ 
The premium at the1ime of the 
__ l1egotialions was $20.40 peI:' month 
per employee. 
4. Further. the Teamsters 
Ilrgotiated unemployment 
('overage which costs the em-
ployer 4.]% of his payroll. 
:l. Moreover; the Teamsters 
negotiated a 101[' per hour pension 
contribution effective 1973 with an 
..dditional :')f[' per hour effective at 
. ;1 s'ubsequent dah~. 
Ii. The ITFW Agreement, 
which was negotiated two days 
after lhe Teamsters Agreement 
provided for a base wage of $2.40 
per hour. a· health and welfare 
('ontribution of 10¢ per hour, a 
pension contribution of 2¢ per,box, 
:: nd is a one year agreement. 
Fllrlhc'l', this ~\grt't'n1('nt ('on 
laiuNI ~I IW()vision whkh,'C'ads as 
follows,.. "if tlnt'mployml"nt in-
surant'C' ('ontributions arC' 
"stahlishpd in a. ('oIJt'div(> 
'haq{llining Clgr('('mf'n' with othf'r 
(·IUI.loyt·,·s in this ar(,3 tht'll that 
IU'o\'ision shall h(>('on1(' .. ffC'etivC' 
in this ng"(·(,Illt'nt..,", In oth('r 
w .. rds, llFW "IIW too'd" what 
tlH'Y lat(')" J"('ff'rrt'd to as a 
"SW('t'tlwart llgrf'('nwnt". 
. 7~ The cost comparison of the 
Iwo('ontracts would show that the 
Tea mstersexceed the cost on 
health:and.Wf,"lfare coverage by 
. lilt per hour which alone would 
eompensatefor the difference in 
wage rates hut in addition the 2¢ 
per hox is equivalent to .1.6¢ per 
11OllI' as compared 1.0 the Team-
strf ('ost of )lPl1sion for that ,Ypar 
III' 10(> prJ' hmll'. 
fn Iota) ('onsequf'nce. the 
. T('~l m~t('r Agreement is more 
costly to the employer and is o( 
l~reHI('r henefit to the worker. 
8. Concerning the matter of 
slibeontracting;: F,ven though the 
I WW professes to have 
C'liminafed Ihe subcontractors, 
1 hpy, in felct. recognize and 
provide for ('ontractors in their 
collective bargaining agl'eemmt 
apd qlloted from their' Clgreement 
011 pag{' 15. S(lction XXTI-
Stlbcontraeting: "The parties 
II 11 derstmlfl and agree that Ihe 
hmml'ds of agrieultuf(' Hr(' !;ueh 
I hal sulwonlnl('ting hy the 
('ompany muy be necessary nnd 
propel' hut it is alH(), understood 
and agreed that Ow Company 
"hould not subcontrnct 10 the 
dptrim('nt of thp [Inion or 
hargaining IInit workers.. The 
jlHrties ('onsequently ngree that 
Iht' ('ompnny may subcontract 
llIll'r t he following ronditions: 
,I. If workers ('overed hy this 
I\gr(~ement do not havelheskiIls 
10 perform the work. 
h. If the Company does not 
have the necessary <'quipmrnt to 
do lhe wnrk and the contractor 
supplying su('h f?quipment insists 
on tlsing his equipment operutors. 
C'. The Company will notify the 
I Inion in udvance of any sub-
('on/THeling. " 
-This agreem0nt is that t'ntered 
into 011 s('ptemher 14, lH72 bet-
\\'('('n Intprh:'lrvest (l nd 1 WWU-
Alt"L-CIO. This agreem{'nt is 
effective to September 14, 1975. 
, , 
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;Was Orwell's Tiining Off? 
Tlw startling concepts of 
t;('orge Orwell'!' 1984 have 
aSSIIIl1l'O t hrea tening signs of 
r('ulilv and have jumped right 
into l~lY living roo~! F:ver sit in 
front of Ihe T.V. to" liste;>n" to the 
Ii o'clock tl(lws? The other oay T 
W,IS hit with a series of 
dl'vas!aling percentages which 
instilled in IllP the fear of Ihe 
!'1H'I'gy (Th;.:is. As the figures 
f1ashNI acl'OSS I he screen, my 
mind f1ashC'd to Ihe "le}escreen" 
of 1!lIP. Bllck on Ill(' T.V. screen 
IIH' fa('(' of ollr omniscient le;>ader 
followpd Ihe ,lfore;>mC'ntioned 
!lPI'{'pnlagE's. T saw how C'leverly 
"Hig Brothel''' ndopted the guise 
Ill' Mr. Nixon. r saw fhp "proles"" 
\PPLl\.pnTN(~ THEIR 
LI'>\ nl<~H. r m:ta nllv Twas 
I'('mind<.·o of Ih.:' mai~ job of the 
!'()Y('I'nm('nl in HlB4: 10 {'rase Clll 
('ITO!'!' ('ommittC'd hy "Big 
Hl'Otlwl'" llnd replaC'E' fhem with 
hy Pl'ggy CClrroll 
IWl'oic feat~ accomplished' hy 
him. Thus they achieved the hlind 
following 01: H hrainwashed 
nalion. ' 
Though I he cri mf'S of our 
governlllf'nl are obvious, 
sOllwhow Ihis nalion is nearing 
;lppf'aSemf'nt. Ihe strongest op-
position gt'nerally being the 
<l pplica I ion of "Impeachment 
\\'ith Honor!" stickel'S on car' 
humpprs. 
19H..J predicteo p<lJ'<lnoia: 197:l 
hl'(lathed its sickly ail': w(' the 
p<'oplf' of the ll:S. f'xhale the 
fUIlH's (If paranoia, Clnd the 
I'{'cycled product is apathy. 
Though I he deeds of our govern-
mpnt aflest 10 the fact that ours is 
.1 COl'rupt system, he ('onsoled 
with the Ihought thaI we are 
devC'n whole vears <lhead of 
()I'wpll's prediction. That's 
progress for you! 
Gasoline Price Hikes 
W('11 gang, Uncle Sugar has 
(\011<' it again! This time in the 
1)('rSOIl of the I.R.S., the ceiling 
pl'i('('s of gClsolinC' have heen 
rabwd, The I.R.S. has now 
distributed little hlue ann white 
stiehl'S to hI' placed on all gas 
'I'hl'HP stickers eontain the new' 
('('iling pl'iee <IS weB as the 
minimum odant' level of the 
g<lsolinp. 
I\. II t his was made possible by a 
('ost of Living Council ruling: As 
of Novl'nihet' 1, gasoline and 
dil'st'l retailers are permitted to 
G(lorge F. Sutherland .Jr. 
Ill~rease theil' M.1Y 15, 197:1 f>eHing 
priep level to reneet on a oonar 
for dolJar pass-through basis, 
Ilwir increased petroleum costs. 
ThiseCln be done no more than 
1111(,(1 a month pach, F:ach retailer 
Illusl then adjust his post{'dprice. 
Wlwl Ihis mpans is that hy 
('hriHttnas we ('ould pay as much 
;IS ..Jft 1050 cents per gallon for 
pl't'lniul11 gas!!!!!!!!!! W':lI1t a 
good Christmas gift'! Ask your 
parents for a $10 Gas Certificate--
that waj', you'should just be able 
to fill your tank, 
THE (LONES ARE COMING! 
Orlll:lytw r should say-they're 
h('I'('. in fhe form of frogs. Whaf is 
;1 ('lotH'? .. \ c10rw is nil ('xact 
dupli('at(' of ;1 living thing, 
l'\'('alpr!, no. not hv "(;0<1" this 
linw around. but hv Man Himsf'U! 
Bv sllldying gPJl(:s, scietl<'p has 
dis{'ovPI'(ld dwomosOIIlt's and Ihp 
I lNA lllOl('('ulp. Man nnw Iln-
d('l's\:lIlds Ihal all individual is an 
I I HI i \' i rill ;11 lH 'C a 1I S ('of 11](' 
.I rra nl~t'tll('nl (If his 1~(,Jl('1 i(' 
Il1al{'l'i:lls' IIf' also IIndl'l'stmuls 
11\;11 IH' !':l1l lllnkp 11 !llIl'lil'lIl!' or II 
ilrim', Ihil\l~ h~' "opyiIW lis W'l\(' 
'11'111'1111'1' l'xadlv Sdl'l\(,4"~i first 
'IHTI'~;'~ \\,;1':;1 11';'J', II i!' 11I'(idiet(leI 
1 h;tf \\ i (!lin 1 \\'('111 \' ,Ii\'!' \,I'an;. 
'd'I('IlI'1' \\"1\1 dill\(, 1lI'''" 'l'ho'\lI'.1I i~~ 
('Pill'; db~;lr'lI'f. ttll' dl'fillitiO/l or 
,'Imll' I'; ill tlil' dil'lilllHll'V today, 
1'1/:' t I,pl \\"l'h';Il'r"; i'~:ltll',lis" tlH' 
clllfll' ,tll'a ;1'; ;1 i',l/UTI'f" proj('d! ) 
III wllat ;1I1\·illll.II',1' wOllld 
.-\Ollllll~ h,'" \\'1,11. thpl'!' iIl'l' 
111111111", Ihilt IIH' I'lmll'!-i would Ill' 
by PC'ggy Can'oll 
w:{'d as slaves, and to fight our 
wars 1'01' liS. Our ('hildrpn will he 
Ill(' OlH'S who }'eallv know what .. 
hlowing ~'()Ilr head'" is should they 
h(1V(' tIl£' llnforlunutC' oppbrtllnity 
of arguing with:1 ('1011(' OVl'r which 
Ol\(' of fht'll1 is Ih(' n'al thing. 
1 only wish I hat man's 
"PI' duet ion" ('ould \w slow('rJ 
down to a lllOl'(' SHU(' pa('(·. 
TllIl(II,~h s('il'Il(,(, /wIlIs:' sci<'ne(' 
\\'('ill'S ilway llWlJ'S s('lf-n'sppd: 
I hOIlI~!r .-'t'il'lu'p will prohahly 
;IJlpl~' its Illlllf'rstanriing Ill' gf'Il(,S 
10 Ill(' 1H'C'vf'ntion of dl'fol')nitv, 
'~('i('Jl('!, :1Iso spi'aks of IISillH tt;is 
,;11111' IUlOwlf'dg(' 1'01' 01<' 
'f(llI)[!('TION Ill" ()Tflr'~H 
\H:N' 
This 1;111, Ilf donillg iIIuslrat('s 
\\lIal dllwning SIIIll!' 111('11 1'1111 do 
\\'11 II illf'OI'lIl;t! iOll whieh ('ould 
1111';111 I hI' ~;;dv;rlioll 01' J'uination of 
mankind 0111' world is :l 
IlllI'l'.allll'Y sinking 10 IIll' d<'plhs III' 
III'IL 
Tt~n Y {~arS I..Bter: No Library 
Tl'lI yt'a\'S aHIl .!ohn I" Kl'n· 
1U'r1~' wns m;',assinafl'd YpC his 
hhrary is f,flll nllly all ardlile('/s 
"IllH't'pt iun 
S,.vf·ntl fhinw" art' nH;{lollsihlp 
IIII' IlII' 11"I<1Y, hut Hl!' must im 
pmlall! I~ that of all ft:n-
\'\f'Olmlf'ntHI Jmp;wf Study on tht' 
IWi\vily pflpulall·d ami fravI1iNf 
~t't'lIl1n of Hm'\'ant Sqllun' If 
thinw·, W·! {Iff Hw gmund Hit' 
IIhrarv wHuld tUII.'t· 1I mUSPUnl, 
dlll'ullwnt.... ul'al histury 
pnr~l'am'i, Prp~i{h'tlt Kt'fHWdy's 
Ilf'rMM1ul Hhnu'y. as Wf~1l a .. 
lIy C;(,OIW' F, Suthel'land ,fr'. 
nwtion pietun's, vid('otapes, etc. 
of HIP Kl'lUwdy Administration, 
With parking. l't1vi('mUlwlttnI 
alld lH'i~~hh{)l'hnod ,H'uhlNllS 
~'(lIIsid!'l'f.'d, til(' «·ntative ("om-
plf'filln rlat(· of IItt' winter of 1\:176, 
77 ~~('{'m~ 1I11!'('nlisti<', H iH hoped 
1 Ita f I hest~ prohlt'ms ('all be 
n'snlveti and ttl!' library 0lwm·d. H 
hll lale for ttw hkt'ntennini 
I,(.!t·hratinn, hut ('lose ('nough to 
rnakp it a nwmnrahh' ('xPE'rimlN' 
lllr alluf 11 most Ilwmurable and 
I'{'rnarkahlf' h'iHh'r. 
'-. " 
WEaL, ~El2, DUg 
,NU~-OOE. 1l5K. IS 10 
AND our WHO IS 10 BL.AME. • l2IC3Hi 't¥JN,.1J.(E. 
SI1lJA'TION lSONE. OF 
~""'(J~N1Y 
. f.A6N( PEC>PL.E.. 13LAME. tHE 
OIL COMPANIES. arHEIZ.S 
eLME 1RE. ADMINl~l1oN. 
~ SIE.N BlAME. 
1l) i2J;SfQl2& CONFIDENCE.. 
-mE PEOPl.-E. MUST I 
, ~IMeLYt.JlE. SHAlL 
'BE- CALLING FOR tHE. 
~110NOF A JOtNT 
SC.APS.GOA-r ~ COMMl'Ne.e. ~'\ 
COMPOSeD OF ~ 





Letter to the College· Community 
from President Rondlleau 
We are now preparing our 
plans for responding to the energy 
crisis confronting "us. Ther-
mostall-> have already heen 
redueed to fiB degrees' in al1 
huildings on campus, This means 
working in somewlwt cooler 
classrooms, offices and huildings. 
r will inform you shortly about" 
a Campus Ji;!lergy Conservation 
t'ommilep which has b(~l'n 
{'slablished. TI;is l<:tH.'rgy ('on-
s(')'vatiol1 ('ommitte(' will makt' a 
1111mb .. !' of I'P'('OlnnH'ndations to 
YOII \\':Hlin a few duys. Plalls to 
~'(]Il"f'l\'1' l'lll't'gy 'rllII'ing tl1(> 
Iwlida~' Hnd vacation r>eriod 
ahNul will h(l communicated as 
sOOIl HS otlr plans Iw('omp definite. 
Concerning the s(l('ono 
Sl'tlH'stel' eu!t'ndi'\' Wl' have 
l'('l'('iv('d and dailv we are still 
receiving l'ec{)llun;'ndations from 
students, faculty Clnd other 
llH'mbel's of the' College Com-
mUnitv. We' also lI1Hh'rstand that 
WI' rnil Y shortly l'ee£'ive a stute-, 
v.:idt, .:('eomnH:ndation,-if not a 
dil'p~liv('--(,Oll'?erning the period 
of lilm' wlwtl eollE'gf~s should he 
dmwd this wintpr. As soon as 
these vm'joHs l'('('ommendations 
have heen cat'pfully ('onsidered 
Ind I'cvi('wt'tl a d{'~~isi(Jn will he 
"mdt· ('()l1(~el'ning the second 
s('rnt'sWr sdwdille. This decision 
will. of ('ourse. llP made with a 
vim'll luward achieving IWlximum 
posRihle savings in fuel and 
t·I!'t'frkity whilE· at tllt' sanw tiuH' 
{'i\usmg minimum intf'rferf'fll'e 
with our ~l(?adf'tnic programs. 
J wish to thank all those who 
have given suggestiom; for con-
serving energy and know that 
with your continued cooperation 
ollr pnergy needs should be 
.. cdu('ed without any major 
problems. 
As indicated ahove. the 
following deven member f:nergy 







Louis ppl'I'y. Superinhmdent of 
Buildings imd Grounds; .James 
Cummings, Chi<.·f Enghwer: 
David Flvnn, Director of Plan-
ning ami' Development. Also. 
A{'(H.lemic nean WllJ1(lt'(> An-
derson. Dean of Administrution 
.Joseph Chiccare1li, D('(ln of Men 
David Deep, and Assistllnt to the 
President Mrs. Dorothy MeGann. 
2 members ehosen hy the 
li'acu!ty Council (at lNlSt ] 
woman). namely: 
Professor Paul Blackford 
Dr. Ludlle O'Connell 
2 student m('mbet's - 1 com-
muter. 1 resident (at least 1 
woman., chosen by th{' Student 
Government Associ.ation, 
namely: 
Mr. G('orRE' Sutherland. Com~ 
muter .. 
Miss ,Jt'un "'uller. Resident 
Chairman of the Committee--Mr. 
DllVid L. Flynn. 
1. The f.~nergy Conservation 
Coordinators will meet im-
mediHtely, and frequently. to 
work out plans and suggestions 
for presentation to the entire 
[<:nel'gy Conservation Commitee, 
and 
:!, Ttll' total I':nergy Conservation 
Committee will amke recom~ 
nH'ndntions simultaneously to the 
Prl'sident. the Faculty Council, 





GOHnUN LIGHTFOOT: A 
HEVIEW 
UP com('s on easy, No frills, just 
Ihe mnn, Striding softly (nl stage. 
stepping to the mle, and he starts 
to sin~. 
Gordon Lightfoot concerts arf" 
strunge (I use the plural cause it's 
my Hccond), F'irst off. he plays in 
fiymphony Hnll, nmidst an arTay 
of neo-elassical statues, delicate 
('hand('1iers Hnd an overaH 
{'Iussical aura defined by the 
hall's design, They give him a 
h(~l"e stage (orchestra platforms 
still on) and assign some inex-
I~{"'i~~nccd and unimaginative 
hghtmg technicians to illuminate 
the :-;how, 
Then, of course, there is the 
audience. They run th{' gamut 
(hoth years) from stoned freaks 
('H('y, man. dig those chan-
deliers') to tidy little families of 
Ihree or four (Dad: in suitcoat 
ami tie, Mom: in a dress, and the 
kiddies: casually in style enough 
10 be cute without going to an 
'(1xtrerr.e') 
Gordon? Patched and faded blue 
jeam; WIth R matching shirt. 
Wreaks - I. Straights - O. 
So he sang. 
Opened with somp new numbers 
1 ha I confused a few people then 
slid into ALBERTA BOUND 'and 
. got a few people bouncing. 
{;nrdon is easy-going, both with 
his music and his audience 
rnpporL which might account for 
his 'melting pkt performances 
Ihal seem to draw a lot of dif-
f('rent kinds of people. 
11(' did a couple of strange things, 
fhough. 
f<'irst. he forgot the words to 'IF 
YOU COULD·READ MY MIND-
his 'hit'. Kinda funny, but he did 
il last year. Coincidence? I don't 
know. 
'I'hen .... 
"I wr~te this song for Peter,Pau] 
and Mary about 6 .... shit. R years 
ngo .. " . 
Sounded funny to'me but a lot of 
people wpren't laughing. 
Hp tried 10 get the audience to. 
participate, but for the most part, 
people just sat there. Tt says a lot 
for him fhalhe managed to raise 
a few voices to help him sing ME 
AND ROBBY MCGEE. hut even 
ill lhal. Casey (friend. 2nd 
balcony I told m'e that someone 
nctualiy turned around and asked 
a singer to be quiet. 
C;ordon has loosened some since 
his last concert but his audiences 
remain stiff. 
Pal't of the reason for this is the 
hall itself. First off. they're 
wicked paranoid 
aboul smoking. Most places will 
make Ihe speech. but Symphony 
lIall hacked it lip with a veritable 
Ilsh£'r/('op army. Sure, as the 
ilnnouncer said. fires are ugly and 
I ht're are a few people who are 
irresponsihle, but with a cop or 
usher al your left shoulder, even if 
YOll'n' guiltless, it creates ten-
sion. (I helVe the personal feeling 
Illat marijmma is their worry, 
more so than the possibility of 
fin'. hut Ihat is an opinion I can 
1101 substantialp with fact. S8 .. ) 
Pl'Op)(l are tl'nse. 
And the lights!!! 
There WPI'P timps when vou could 
lIot see (;ordon's head: That's 
in(,x{:lIs<~ble for somt'body 
\\'orklllg In what's supposed to be 
a professional hal1. 
~Jpver thE' less, Gordon Lightfoot 
IS !~ood. . an unpretentious 
11'01lbad(~r who appears to be 
outgrowing his audience, or at 
least. that portion of them that 
i.I~~lred his simplicity and are 
laldl~g 1? recognize the com-
p l'Xlty 01 the man and his m ' 
Too hnd'! lISIC. 
p(lrhaps a different setting - a 
{'ampus ~r a smaller hall. Ma be 
ttl(' aU~H?nC~S will loosen ~nd 
lrr~lw With hIm. T would like to 
~hlllk so. Tn IhE' meantime, I'll 
JUst drop my nt'('olf' on his DON 




Remember the old expression 
.about taking a button and sewing 
a coat on it? Executive Action 
does just that, except it's got a 
pattern and a substantial amount 
of material to work with. 
The coat they come up with is 
serviceable and well-made--it just 
doesn't fit. Some of the faults 
lie in the pattern--the proposed 
political idealology behind JFK's 
assassination is hazy at best and 
as a result the conspirators move 
through their plot with less than 
clear motivation. . 
The facts are all there, though; 
the inadequate security, the 
seemingly senseless detour 
through Dealy Plaza, the muder 
of the "patsy" (Oswald> and 
many more coincidences. To say 
nothing of the recent discovery of 
the absence of JFK's brain which 
fits in rather nicely. 
The trouble is that in the 
movie's zeal to distribute these 
significant tidbits of information 
it ignored character, I mean i~ 
there really any necessity for 
Burt Lancaster to give us a 
theatrical hand ·flourish every 
damn time he hits the button on 
t he slide projector'? The hazy 
ideaology behind the plot makes 
the characters somewhat unreal 
.. and the actors just don't know 
now to interpret their roles. 
Cliche-acting is the result. (For 
further information on cliche-
acting, check with Friedman of 
our Speech and theatre stafn' 
For my fellow third row-center 
flick freaks, the movie is a 
disappointment. Ex('('utive 
Action should set cinematography 
back for years. It is neither 
visually interesting nor 
imaginative Cit's those facts they 
keep trying to get across). 
In fact, the movie as a whole 
was a disappointment with only 
occasional redeeming qualities 
(exh auStive research, interesting 
and plausible theory. and the 
demonstration of the ease with 
which facts and stories can be 
manipulated politically through 
the media). 
A notable and somewhat 
conclusive 'enterprise that forgot 
it was a movie, In this case, folks, 
wail until they make a book out of 
it. (Whoops, there is a book! 
Check the bookstore.) 
EVIEWS 
ALBUM 
BHATN SALAD SURGERY 
Most of Emerson, Lake and 
P:llm(>r's new album is 
dominated by an original com-
position entitled KARN EVIL 9 -
with a 1st. 2nd and ::lrd Impression 
of sam(', A lot of strange things 
are going on in ths tune which 
lakes up half the first :;;i('! and all 
of the second. First, there is 
Moog Ilheir trademark more or 
]('ss). In addition, there is an 
organ. a piano, guitars and a 
drummpr who can play a roll 
]wUer than anyone I've ever 
Iward. 
'I'll(' trouble is that KL, and P get 
('arried away. The song keeps 
huilding hut ultimately goes 
nowlwre. They seem to have 
forgotten the simple basics of 
nwlody and rhythm somewhere. 
Of {'ourse. you have to remember 
that E,L. and P are not vour 
pvervday 'rock' group. Ther~ is a 
dassical flavor to the stuff they 
do. H's inventive. It's different. 
W('Il. it·s Moog and if you're into 
it. Ihey're aboutthe b~st around. 
rr :vou have earphones, put them 
Oil and dig the album' (For that 
maUer. thp record is in the Music 
Lounge and the headphones are 
~ratis). It's an overal1 good job in 
sound ('ngineering; nice 
separation, tone quality and with 
the headphones on, you'd swear 
I hill Moog was going right 
I hrough your head - guitars 
... plucking in the back, drummer 
rollin' :lway and that Moog just 
tripping through brain. Whew!!! 
It's a good disc to listen to, but I 
h.lve my doubts you'd put it on to 
liven lip a party. A few of the cuts 
'In' lyrical (STILL .... YOU TURN 
MI·~ ON for one) and one of them 
IU:NNY THE BOllNCER i~ 
almost funnv. 
BHArN fiALAD SlTHGERY - Yep, 
Ihal aboul sums it tip. T recom-
Ilwnd Iheil" upcoming concert 
11)('(' 10: Roston Garden I. Partly 
h<'Catlse I he sOllnd system should 
\)(' (lxciling and s(lcondly. despite 
Ill{' fact that I found this album 
!lot Ilv{ll'ly imprpssiv(l, T rather 
like Ih(lm. 
Oecember 6,';973 The Comment 5 . 
BROADWAY 
Broadway Review: Raisin--A 
New Musical 
by Richard Pacheco 
. Who says that it is impossible 
to get decent seats two hours 
before a performance on 
Broadway? Whoever did ob-
viously wasn't in New York this 
past Saturday when I bought two 
second row, orchestra seats for 
Raisin. 
Haisin is a musical adaptation 
of Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine 
Nansbury. The music was deftly 
arranged to fit the many moods of 
1 he show. The audience roared 
with hysterical laughter and 
cried--literally--at the tragedies 
that befell the Younger famBy. 
The acting was superb! The 
staging, directing; costuming, 
chOl·eography. and singing was 
slIl)l'rhltivl'! Virginia Capers 
(Lpna Younger), who also por-
h'ny{'d Rilly Holliday's mother in 
I,ady Sings tht' B1u("s, was fan-
tastic as she played both in tense 
scenes with tears streaming down 
her face, and in unbelieveably 
funny scenes as an irate grand-
mother. Little eleven year old 
Ralph Carter (Travis) delighted 
and surprised the audience with 
his comedy and his singing 
ability. He has rece'i:v.:ed the _ 
most p'(robis ing\ \'J OUil1lrJ: A\C\t~,r!: 
A'I1J'ardl' ... -- - .', and rightfully 
so. Deborah Ailen, from the cast 
of P('rli(' , depicted the role of 
Beneatha with such empathy that 
the audience could feel her 
vivacious and gloomy moods. Joe 
Morton (Walter Lee) proved his 
profound skill on stage, and -that is 
all that needs to be said 'about 
him. because he was that good. 
The girl who partrayed Ruth (I'm 
sorry but the name escapes me) 
was outstanding in her dilemma 
of supporting bothher husband',s 
and her mother-in-Iaw's dreams. 
The cast received one of those 
rare expressions saved for only 
fhe most priceless of per-
fOl'manet's on Broadway--a 
I"oaring. standing ovation. 
Without a doubt, Raisin is the 
strongest contender on Broarlway 
at the present time to sweep most 
of the Antoinete Perry awards 
(Tonis) to be given i the sprinR. It 
is a powerful, moving play and if 
you can get to New York, GO SEE 
RAISIN! (~£S,-- It is playing at 
the 46th Btreet theatre on 46th 
street in Npw York City.) 
Skipper 
WE.HAVE ALWAYS LIVED IN THE CASTLE 
I found myself in the awkward 
position of reviewing a preview 
performance of WE HAVE 
AL WAYS LIVED IN THE 
CASTLE. 
All day yesterday, this little voice 
kept telling me, "You have to be 
nice" and another saying, II ••• but 
you must also be honest. Twas 
indeed a quandary and I resolved 
tbat if the play was horrid, I 
would run away and become a 
Tibetan monk. 
WE HA VE ALWAYS LIVED IN 
THE CASTLE, as performed by 
the BSC Drama Club has saved 
me from a life of solitude. 
Rejoice!! ! 
I can be nice and honest at the 
same time. 
It is unequivocably dynamite. 
Donna Milani, Jan Pieri, Joanne 
Brennan, Marshall Ballou, Hank 
(you see, Hank, I don't make the 
same mistake twice) Woronicz, 
Michael Kreisman and Rick 
Stanton stood out as the best. The 
play is funny. tragic. spooky and 
delightful_ 
(You have to understand that in 
addition to just plain liking it, I'm 
ecstatic that I do. I mean, my 
God, a Tibetan monk) 
I must mention that those of you 
who see the performance will not 
see Marshall Ballou. She sub-
stituted for an ill Karen Hantzes 
who rejoins the cast tommorro~ 
night and for the duration. 
Marshall was apparently rum-
maging through costumes when 
informed that she would perform 
in 24 hours due to Karen's illness. 
Well, she strode on stage with 
script in hand and I swear to you 
that I never noticed its presence 
until it got in her way during her 
final exit. Like she'd been 
rehearsing for weeks trying to 
make it inconspicuous (J may try 
it next time). I point .her out 
because it was her one and only 
perfromance. 
Really, Marshall, fantastic. 
The rest of them? 
You'll see the show if. you're 
smart. I mean:,. for a buck'? '? ! ! 
It beats hell out of four pinball or 
hockey games up in the game 
room. SUre, you could buy a 
couple of beers at Ralph's but you 
can do that- anyway. 
Afterwards! 
Thursday night through Sunday 
at 815 PM, on stage in the SU 
Auditorium_ One dollar for 
students and faculty and two 
bucks for everyone else. 
Please ... Go see it: 
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BOSTON'S LONGEST 'RU'j\j 
Just a few things that might 
brighten up the week or so to 
come. CUCKOO'S NEST. 
AME'RICAN GRAFFITI. 
PAPILLON and the EXORCIST, 
you should try to see during I 
, I , , .. Student Rush break: 
Aside from being somew~at 
of a nut ~ri Ken Kesey, Iean't 
recommend this play enough,? 
Try and catch it over the break. 
You won't be sorry. 
SKIPPER 
WAL TTHAU 
'oTHE LAUGHING POLICEMAN"~ 




IN CHESS RECORDS 
CHARlES plAYHOUSE 
76 WARRENTON ST. 
; 423'1'167 
~···"!~!~!~,fB~~·····! 
at.. . & Old Time Country MUSIC "'P 
...... ' presents Jb 
'I)t BLUEGRASS SHOW-DECEMBER 18 "'P II- Ralph Stanley and The Clinch ML Boys 41 
.. " plus '41 
'alt. " The New Grass Revival ~ 
at HARVAR~SQU~RETHEATRE7:30~.M. '. 
tit Tickets $4.00' . . Information 492~0415 • 























The Band and Bob Dylan will be 
performing on Jan 14th at the 
Boston Garden. If the GardeJ;l 
bums you out. send away to 
Montreal fOi tickets and make a 
weekend out of it (Jan 11 th or 
12th. see you there. 
A 
The address is : CANADIAN 
ARENA COMPAI'<yT (for checks. 
too) 2313 St Catherine St. w 
Montreal. Canada H3H1N2. 
Tickets are $7.50 apiece ( $8 ac-
tuallv. cause you have to add 50¢ 
for ~ail ordering) Maybe we'll 
see you there. 
TItkets $4,5.6 
THE SEA & ME may i feel ~qid he 
(i'll squeal· sad he '" 
Oid you "ever notice the undecided iust once said he) 
it's fun said she sea, 
Rolling and tossing deciding on 
which to be'? (may i touch said he 
how -much said she 
Calm and placid as a tropic a lot said he 1 lagoon why not said ghe, 
Or violently vicious; a tempest 
typhoon? !let's go said he 
'not 100 far said she 
Taking the shore and moving it what's foofar said he 
about where ymtare said she) 
Opciding whether to be in or be 
out? may i stay Raid he 
(w';ich W~y said she 
Bl'ating the land with relentless like Ihis said he 
wind, , if you kiss said she 
Illay i move said he . 
Yet absorbing the EarthS tur-
hulence within? 
is it love said she' 
Washing the world of its filth and jf v{)u'rp willing said he 
waste ! hut you're killing said she 
Yet majestic and gracious is her 
taste? hut i.t's life said he 
hut vOllr wife said she 
Classically gowned in white frill now'said hel 
and froth, ow said she 
Still hitter is her salty brine and 
hroth'? I tiptop said he 
don" stop said she 
THE SEA KNOWS NOT HER oh no said he) 
OWN SOUL AND HEART, uO slow ~aid ~he 
And her indecision rages in me. ('very part. ('('com('? ~aid he 
IImmm said she) 
\'ou'r<' divine ::;aid he hy Lorri Genchausk '[ ~'Oll are Mine said l'hel 
('.e. cummings 
Cash For Y our Books 
Dec.13-Dec.20 
Prices: 
l)Bookstore will pay 50% of the 
current 'list price for any TEXTBOOK 
'being used in theSprlng ~~mester 
of 1974. 
2~ Bookstore will buy any 
. TEXTBOOKS that are not bei~g used 
at Bridgewater~tate College4.Prices 
will vary up to 50% of the current 
list price. 
.3) Language hooks will he bought 
by the Bookstore mtder the following 
condition: a) They must be 
ABSOLUTELY free of any writings 
or markings. 
4) All hoo};s bo'ught by the Bookstore 
must be CUITent editions. 
5) An I-D-Card nluat he presented to 
Bookstore Personnel when selling 
your books 
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Poetry: 
Reflections on the Inner City 
by Fr. Ron Robinson 
On the first day God made Schlitz and Seagrams. 
On the second day God made noon. 
On the third day God made the inner city. 
On the fourth day God made needles and syringes, 
On the fifth day God made lice. 
And then on the sixth day, when all was ready, 
Go-d made man. And God loved man and placed him in the Inner (,it~l And God said "Increase and multiply and fiII the bars and hrothf'J~." And on the seventh day God rested and went to church 
and heard a nice sermon (about something or other). 
And the mrnister talked about sin and suffering and hell 
and Keep-Christ-In-Christmas. He talked about a lot of thin?,s. It was a g(}od sermon. 
And as God was going home from'church that evening 
He took the wrong way and wound up in the Inner City. 
H(> met a young girl who propositioned Him. 
And God said "Haven't you heard of God and the $ixth ('nm-
mandment?" 
And she said "Shove the sermon, dad, 
T can do better at the Salvation Army. 
, J'd really like to stay and talk, 
But the day is coming when no girl can work," And God met a wino, 
a nd a pusher, 
and a pimp, 
and a queer, 
And then went home and thought a lot about sending fire 
or government money or social workers or something equa]]y df'vf'r 10 destroy the Inner City. 
H(' eyen thought of sending His Son, 
hut figured no--some cop would see Him talking 
With a prostitute and run both of them in 
On a morals charge. 
Once was enough. 
And God said "I will come and Jive in the Inner City, 
T will live here till the end of time if this should be the need. T wiIJ hide myself in such disguise that they wlIl see my works but not my face: no cross, no cassock, 
T will serve them and listen to them and talk with them. 
J will get lice. 
rogether we will do and then talk 
of jobs and food 
and rent and books 
and dignity. 
Later. perh.8JlS much later, they will say; 
"He loves us: let us make him our God," 
"Then r will b-.e tempted to drop disguise. 
Rut instead I shall keep silence 
Till they demand: Show us your God." 
And T shall say to them: He lives in all men! 
Do notleave the Tnner City. Go farther into it. {'oml:. let us look together, 
W(' will find him whereever men suffer 
wherever men love. 
rn deep disguise from far within the Tnner City 
r will be their God and they shall be My People." 
FLYING SAUCERS ARE REAL 
By Nan(~y Doherty 
I"riday, D('cember 14, at 11:00 
P.M., a 'lecture ('ntitled "Ji'lying 
Sllll('(lI'S An! Renl" will be given 
in the StT Auditorium by Stunton 
T. I<'l'kdman. MI'. Friedman, a 
nucl('ar phY!iieist, now devoting 
full tinw 10 the seience of 
"Ufology", will discuss tWO's 
from a sd('l1tist's point of viE'w. 
Dnta l't'Ol11 s('veral scientific UFO 
stlldies. misconceptions 'Ibout 
tWo's, It'HVt'I to Ihe stat's. 
"'ltllnalloids", Ihe tll'guments of 
. IHm.twliew('1-j <Inri ttl{' inade{ltWcy 
of the "Condon Ht'IWt't" will be 
ineluded. The talk is illustrated 
with ahout thirty :{5 mm slides of 
data and tWO's from nround tht! 
world, A question and answer 
period will follow the le<:tufe. JYIr. fi'l'iedm~Ul is int~'rested In hearing 
gs for those attending. 
Stanton Friedman has put over 
Ihirtt:'en years of stud~ and 
research into VF'O's. ThIS lu~s 
convinced him that the e.al'th IS 
/wing visited by intelligently 
('0111 t'Olled vehiclf's from off (,~lrth. 
Over the vears, he hus published 
Written for the Lone survivior 'of 
the Delta Airliner crash last Ju1~­
His coundition at the time ~f,this 
writing was extremely CrItical. 
There's a fog 
Out there tonight 
Not an ordinary: fog, 
But one 
Thick and heavy 
Solitary and silent. 
All the lights 
Are out; 
Except one, .. 
I'm writing f~'r you 
Leopold. , , , 
One step fr()m etermty; 
One step beyond the fog. 
12/3/73 1:30 a,m. 
When J was walking back to, the 
hill a 1:00 in the morning I notIced 
a very heavy fog 1'9 
When I was walking back to the 
hill at 1:00 in the mornin~ I 
noticed a very heavy fog rollmg 
in- The dormitory was Barely 
visible. And there were no lights 
on, except as I grew closer I 
noticed one, flickering-
When I returned to my room I 
put on the radio and heard a 
bulliten that said the badly 
burned survivor of the Delta 
Airlines crash was dying-
I was alone when I sat down to 
write, But not as lonely as the 
people who did not take that 
flight, not as lonely as his parents 
and his young fiance,. and not as 
lonely as he, 
Chuck Nechtem 
1II'I'p i1LJ\Hll'rka 
\\.{' ;1 re {dpsc':' :ennen 
III hlood F,. spirit 
ftom ,'('vo)ufion-
IsIs .'\.. I'{'h(>js -
Ilwn & \\"llmPIl who 
dan' to di:-sent 
fl'otn ;l('('("pt€'d 
.Joe/rim'. A~ IhC'ir 
Il('irs. w(' may 
I1(,Y('1' ('onfus(> 
I 1001(,S I dissrnl 
\\'ith disloyal 
"llhvC'l'sioll. 
I't'P!.;jdl'nf Dwight n 
rO'is('nlw\v('r (1 %4 ) 
articles {)Ii Flying Saucers in bot 
Ihe popular' press and 
professional journals, has OJ)" 
peared on ('adio Hud talk shows, 
and has given nunwl'ous lectureR 
Stanton T. Friedman 
...... T'T~'I\' •• ;" ... f1-,. fTC ,,-,ul'l (""1-"'t,,,,"f'l.,.,J.-, 
LIFE IN A KIBBUTZ 
The Kibbutz 
by Avi Dagan 
Most of us have already heard of the Kibbutz,and some might havE' 
even beenthere for a short period of time while traveling in Israel.Jdo 
believe 
that no one has really understood its origin; nor know of its sources, or 
what gave it birth. Needless to say,the Kibbutz exists in Israel. Only 
lately an experiment based in.Japan was led by a youth group trained oy 
Israeli "Kibbutzniks" from Kibbutz Dahlia. 
Ilived in a Kibbutz for more than six years, AND I feel that Jean tE'H 
you what it is all about, 
. . 
The word "Kibbutz" is Hebrew for gathering or collecting. The basi~ 
of the idea resulted in the early 1920's before the British MandatE' was 
established in Palestine. The non-religious Jewish in the Galilee (the 
north- ernPART OF Palestine) banded together to overcome the 
economic difficulties of the international depression. By living and 
working together they were able to increase their agricultural activity 
enough to feed their community and to sell the surplus. It was a com-
munity based on socialism. The people lived. and continue to live,in their 
own homes. One home is provded by the community for each family. or 
for four 0 six singles. The men daily worked in the fields with the crops· 
and cattle while the women worked in the common laundry, or in the 
communal kitchen that served three times daily. . 
The women were able to work without the worries for their children. 
Their children were cared for by other women of the community. . 
By that system, the Kibbutz members were able to achieve an Im-
proved way of life. The money that came from selling the agri.cultural 
produce went into the Kibbutz fund which was used to ImprOVE' 
homes,(from tent to bricks) , agricultural equipments , and ev~n to 
provide certain luxury items for the members. (Furniture, radIos, 
books, etc.) 
The Kibbutz does not pay its members any salery, but does provid l 
them with credits, according to their needs. Each member is ablE> tu 
spend a certain amount of money·a year in his credit at the Kibbutz 
Stores, Each member has an annual sum of money to spend on his 
own.In addition they recieve credits for furniture, clothing, trips, books. 
and spending money. In fact. all the members needs are planned ahead 
.every ~ear,and he recieves them on a credit basis. 
In the eariy thirties, every thing was planned in the Kibbutz. For 
example, the children were planned to be born at the same time, thus 
creating groups of children the same age, in order to ease the teaching 
situation to increase the number of members and to lower the cost of 
educating them. They even went as far as to throw out members who 





The Kibbutz , in order to achieve better organization, built it's 
management with the following offices: 
THE SECRETARY 
The Kibbutz as a whole. once for every fOUl' years, elects a nH'mhf"r 
who will conduct the official function of their society, This l"f"prf"l'If"n-
tative can e removed fl'omoffice any time he fails to do his job in til(' hf'st 
way . . Tht'mt'mh("l' 
m~sl appear before the Kibhutz meeting in which the descision is mad .. 
hv a hand voh~ . 
. The Secretary is equal to a president of a country,howe~er he doE'S not 
recieve extra benefits.AIl the members, no matter what their job is, arp 
equal. 
The Secretary's job is mainly to communicate between the various 
sections of the Kibbutz. He holds and conducts meetings in ordE'r to 
cool'dinate the branches, All branches depend on each other. For 
example. all the branches are dependent on the bursar, who for his 
business travels, needs a car which is given to him through thf" Work 
Manager. who depemts on the Garage. which provides him with tht" ('m'~ 
for tht, I{ibbutz liS 'Hgt'. aecording to his decision. Or if the 'sehool d ... cid('r-; 
to makt· a .10Unley. tht'y IIt'('{i a bus. and seeurity guards (when it is tnk«·n 
I'la{~t' Iwar lilt' bonlCl' or in t1l(~ OCeUI)ied Areas). The "Housing" J1f'f'dl'l 
til(' Wan' House. til(> Ware House sometimes needs 1I10re peoplf" than 
\Isunl to worl( on a sp(~cial pl"Oject and dt~pends in this 'way on th(' Work 
Munagel·. Needs like these are .In'ought up at special meetings anti ~re 
1)lalHH~d aheml und('l' til{' Sliltel'vision of the secretary. 
THE BUHSAR 
The BUl"sar is responsible for bringing before the Kibbutz Meetin~ n 
weekly report of the income and expenses. He is in charge of thf' 
mpmher's expense money. Each member has a certain amount of 
money for expenses throughout the year. When he needs it. he comes to 
the Bursar, who then deducts the amount from the member'S credit. Th(' 
Bursar whos(.> job requires a Jot of traveling into town, com bines thi~ 
travel with a second job; he is the Kibbutz's buyer. Everything that 




CLERK AND MAIL 
This job is usually done by a female member who types, does the 
regular office work, controls the switch-board, and sorts the mail. Mail 
that is sent by the members is stampedbyher j and paid through the 
Kibbutz. Usually there is a mail box in the community's dining room, 
where every member also has his own incoming mail box. His mail is 
delivered to him by the Clerk, who gets it from the .local Post OfficE' 
daily. 
WORK MANAGER 
The Work Manager is responsible for the work distribution. He 
receives daily report. (usually in the afternoons) from.the heads of thf" 
branches and assigns the amount of people according to the n("("ds of thf' 
kibbutz, He is also responsible for the circulation of the vehicles wbf"thf"r 
it is for agricultural, official, or private use. All work is delegated ~nd 
posted a day ahead on the Work Board which hangs in the dining room. 
Most members have steady work, but some of them serve for examplf". 
tli(' ('xlH'cted and unexpected needs such as tbe fl'uit season. 
CUL.TURE AND EDUCATION 
One of the members serves and· conducts the needs of the Kibhutz 
schools. ahd its cultural life. He is the one who selects and brings the 
movies, or arranges a colletive ride to shows in town, art exhibitions and 
plays. Each memberl usually pays for the shows and the money is' 
given to him on a credit base for that purpose. ' 
The Culture Manager also serves the needs of artists in the Kibbutz -
and helps them to develop themselves. He provides them with special 
com'ses and the material needed according to their art. The expenses for 
these activities comes from "The Kibbutz's Culture Fund" which is 
provided yearly by the kibbutz for the purpose of culture and education 
The ~ulture Manager brings the estimated amount before the Kibbuf; 




This' b' f '. F J~ IS llled prImarIly by an ex-officer from the Israeli Df:'fenRf:' 
H o~cesl w .0 takes care of everything concerning security in the Kibbutz 
f e IS ~h~O m charge of the Fire Department. His job is mainly protectio~ 
~om leves a~d Arab Terrorists. He is in charge of the Kibbutz w(,8pon 
~ o~~ a~d the mghtly guard. The people who guard nightly are provided 
o 1m y the Work ~a~ager, and fill a week of duty every 8~12 month!':. 
Only men serve on ~hls Job however, women fill the dut of night guard!'; 
at the "baby's house". Usually, if the Kibbutz is on the border' th(> 
gu~rds (men a~d women) are equip ed with machine guns. The s{'('~lritv 
offlcer works In cooperation and under the supervision of the Jsrapji 
Defense Forces. • ( 
SERVICES 
The Little Supply s t nr e 
T~is is·a s~ore i~ which every member can getitems like coffe(", tea. 
candles, cookIes, clgarettes (which are free), in fact, everything £'XC(lpt 
drugs and P~oducts for the main meal. Each member does not pay ('agh, 
but the cost IS deducted from his credit expense in this store. 
The Laundry 
Every Kibbutz member has his number embroidered on his clothe~. 
because the laundry is washed for all the members in one placE'. F.ach 
~em~er puts hi~ 1.aundry in special boxes at the laundry building and 
pIcks It up when It IS clean from a special box he has there. The laundrv 
place also f.unctions as the Clothing Store. Clothes are paid for hy th~ 
mem.ber usmg the s~me'systems with the Little Supply Store, Annual 
CredIt System. Workmg clothes are provided to every member for frE'E'. 
The Ware House 
This is the place which takes care of furniture repairs and ord£'rs. 
Eac~ member is entitled to have a certain amount of money for new 
furmture every four years, occasionally marriage etc. The mon(lY 
comes on a credit base and is transferable to any other account in the 
Kibbutz. In some Kibbutz the Ware House turned out to be a huge factory 
which-besides filling the :Kibbutz's needs, furnishes and sells the 
products from the Kibbutz. 
The Garage 
The Garage in most Kibbutzes, functions as the maintence staff ami 
for farm machinery care. They do various janitorial work and repair all 
kinds of agro-technical equipment. The Garage takes care of thE' Kih-
butz's cars and make sure of their proper condition. 
The Housing 
Today, most Kibbutzes have an engineering staff which plans the 
houses according to the member's needs. These houses have a vprv 
smaH kitchen, because aU the meals are eaten at the main Dining roo~. 
The kitchen is used for basic cooking needs. The Housing Staff is the 
authority which decides, according to the Kibbutz population, who liveR 
in what building. Further-more, they also take care of all the electric'al 
systems and provide electrical equpment for the members accordin~ to 
the 1heir needs, free of charge. 
The Shoe Repair Shop 
In this department, there is a member whose job it is to order ~hof's 
for the members and to repair them. In some Kibbutzes, this has turnf'd 
form a small repair shop to a big industry. Shoes are pr,ovided to the 
members on a yearly credit basis. Like all the other credits, a memhpr 
has, if this credit is not fuBy used, the member can transfer the rest of it 
to another need. ' 
The Common Kitchen and Dining Room 
In the kitchen, meals are served 3 times a day. It also serves hot 
coffee and early light breakfast at five o'clock in the morning to thoRe 
who wake up early to work. The meals are cooked by a professional 
staff. The menu is a subject to be decided on at the Kibbutz Meeting, .anci 
provides food for all kinds of diets. The meals are brought to the tahle 
only at lunch time which is the main meal of the day( like dinner here), 
Breakfast and dinner are served in a self-servi{le system. 
The Dining Room is almost an 'institution'. It is the center of thf' 
Kibbutz social life, because all the members meet there at a certain timf' 
for the meals. In most Kibbutzes this place is the most beautiful 
building. In my Kibbutz, this building cost one million dollars. Thi~ 
building combines the Secretary's office, and all the offices of thp 
branches involved in the Kibbutz business and social life. In my kibbutz, 
for example, the Kitchen and dining room was a small part of the who]p 
building, which included the Theater and Cinema Hall In all of thp 
Kibbutzes they hang their information board at the entrance announC'ing 
all social events of the week. 
The Medical Service 
A doctor and nurse are on duty 24 hours a day in the kibhut7. 
Sometimes several Kibbutzes share the same doctor .. Mf'diraJ 
specialists are provided too. All medical care is free of charge for th{' 
members, but costs the kibbutz as a whole. \ 
The Experiment That Did Not Fail 
The philosopher Martin Bubel', writing 25 ,years a~o, said the -Kih~lJt7 
as a social instltution had to be evaluated Ul the light of all thp f~Hlpd 
utol)ian (~xpel'iments in the West. and the coercive forms of rural 
collectivism in the Communist countries as well. Seen against that 
background. he judged the Kibbutz "The experiment th~t did not fail." 
At the same time he was forced to add, "I can not say: Asmgle Stu'C'(>!,:S to 
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bt'comt' that much has still to be done," 
Since then, much has, been done. As a system of prodUction, the 
Kibbutz has more than proved itself. While still accounting for 300{1 of th(> 
country's agricultural production, the Kibbutz has been enterinfl a 
virtual industrial revolution as well; 232 Kibbutzes factories account for 
7% of the total national manufacturing output. Sales are increasing.at an 
average of 23% a yewr, and the number of factory workees is rislnJ! 
annually by 7%. In the five coming years, more than $250~million wi11 hf' 
~nvested in existing and new industrial plants, most of the money coming 
from Government Development loans. 
The Kibbutz System is far behind the level of facts and"numbers. Jt~ 
success lies deep in its members' spirit, attitude, and way of life. It hide:;; 
beneath its inner institutions, like Education, Cultural Life. ThesE" 
subjects plus Public Opinion will be covered in greater depth in thp next 
few issues of this paper. < 
REPLY TO DR. RIDLON: 
Thank you for bringing our 
error to our attention. Please 
accept our apology. I'm sure you 
understand it was not a deliberate 
slight against you or Dr. Maier, 
Again, thank you -for correcting 
. our misinformation, and I look 
forward to your continued in~ 
terest in the future. 
Sincerely yours, 
The Comment· 
When I happened to glance at 
t he final exam schedule, J nearly 
died. Three exams on one day! 
.Eh Ghad! Back to back. too! I 
think that it would be appropriate 
if Th<" ('om nH'nt wrote letters to 
fhe Registrar and the Academic 
Dean and asked the to further 
('xplore the method in which they 
schedule finals. 
While I am but a lowly dor-
mitory freshman, I feel that three 
('xams in one day is a bit too much 
10 ask a student to handle. J am 
fully awart', how('v('r, that tht're 
is a 1'111(' that statl's a studl'nt may 
lIot takt' mort' than two ('xmas i~ 
any 011(' day. Fin{', l~lItth{'n YOIl 
have' to go: thl<ough thl' hasSlle"of 
sN'ing which ont' of your profs 
will bp willing to n'schpduJe a 
spl't'ial l'xam .1l1st for vou. 
Ht-lii'\,€' 11H', tht'l'€, al"pn't too'malny 
pl'ofs who ar(' willing to do thi~, 
thus I am still stuck with mv thn'{" 
('xa IIH.: Calculus, Russia~, and 
History. Someone please help 
me! 
Respectfully yours. 
Clarence DeVoid--Class of 1977 
etters-
An Open Letter to the Students at 
B.S,C.: 
I'd first like to extend my 
. sincere. apologies to the vast 
majority of students who realize 
the responsibilites which go with 
('alling themselves "adults", 
('specially regarding their per~ 
sonal conduct at social activites 
on campus in which beer and wine 
are served. 
Nevertheless, it has come to 
mv attention that we hav{l 
aliowed our philosophy con~ 
('crning beer blasts to be 
cirastically reduced over the past 
rour years (in an effort to "please 
fhe students") to a practice which 
promotes immature behavior on 
I he parts of many, and serves no 
other purpose for some than to see 
how loaded they can get or how 
much they can vomit. 
If it appears corny to appeal to 
a higher sense of morality 
regarding sllch events, may I 
immediately appeal to the con-
('rete and practical side of the 
issue. 
Every time -the Director's 
office signs the one~day beer and 
wine license, Mr. Edward 
Meaney's name is at stake. 
Should so much as one student get 
hurt or be in an accident, etc., Mr. 
Mea ney would be charged with 
negligence and face a prison 
sentence. That's quite a risk to 
take for so many who show their 
ingratitude by abusing their 
privileges of using the Union's 
facilities. 
Were I in Mr. Meaney's 
; position, I'd certainly wonder 
why~in-hell T was fighting so hard 
for a Rathskeller, license if 
studel!ts wished only to get as 
loaded up as they could, become 
as hostile and abusive as possible, 
and only to pass out at the end! 
Certainly this type of behavior 
doesn't impress the selectmen or 
the neighbors with our ability to 
conrol ourselves in the presence' 
of beer and wine! Although we 
have enforced controls over the 
('vents in which liquor was the 
main purpose to a good degree of 
success--events such as Cabaret 
Night, Gay Nineties Night, and 
our Rathskeller Nights--we are 
aware that the potentia] dangers 
:-;tillpresent themselves. 
It would be a damn shame if 
I his small percentage of self~ 
('entered students spoiled it for 
the majority of others who really' 
want to have the license for the 
purpose for which it is intended, 
. Believe it or not, the purpose of 
having liquor in the Student Union 
iR to enhance the entertainment or 
rood. or other primary event·or 
goal--not to be an end in itself. 
This violates the purpose for 
which we have a Student Union at 
all. and is a serious consideration 
for all our student leaders on 
campus. 
In closing, 1 think that we were 
merely iueky that we escaped this 
vear's Beer Blast with as little 
violence and abuse as we did. 
Another time. we might not be as 
, fortuna te! 
Looking forward to more 
responsibility~-I am hopefully 
yours, 
Barbara Giard, Class of 1974 
Unanimously endorsed by the 
Student Union Board of Gover-
nors--December 3,.1973. 
Childrens Christmas Party 
. by Linda Folcik 
On Thursday, December 13, 
197:1, th~ Student Union Program 
Committee will sponsor a 
Christmas party for the children 
of St. Vincent's Home in Fall 
River and St. Mary's in Ne~ 
Ikdford. 
Approximately 75 children will . 
he attending, and each will have a 
Bridgewater studnet as hiS'~\ 
sponsor. T~e festivites will begin 
<1( :J::m p.m. on December 13, with 
most of the sponsors riding on the 
buses to pick up the children in, 
New Bedford of Fall River. 
Upon return fo Bridgewater, a 
lurkey dinner will be served, a's 
(Jonated hy Interstate United. 
Cartoons, a short movie, and 
Christmas caro1s will follow. as' 
will a visit from Santa Claus. 
Gifts for the children are being 
purchased hy their sponsors. The 
party will conclude at 7;OOp.m., 
with the students again riding on 
Ihe huses 10 return the children 
lotherrHomf;'s. 
While all children now have 
sponsors. volunteers are still 
needed to work in the serving line 
during dinner. Anyone interested 
l'tu)Uld sign up at the Information 
Booth. 
The event is under the direc~ 
lion of . Jim McLaughlin and 
'I'd Vaccarello. Chairm;. 
Ihe Pl'ogram Committe is Bar-
hara Giard,' while Julie Burke is ' 
Chairman of the Sub-Committee. 

..... As ,the year comes to' an end, and the holidays begin, ..... 
Remember, the greate~t gift you can give is yourself. 
'In a tinr.e of hypocrisy, 00' honest . 
. :.:' In a time' of phoniness" be real.. ~. 
In a, time of strife, .be at'p~ace • 
. In a timt! of hate, . be in love. 
This is our gift to you. 
Have a happy holiday, and a joyful new year. 
The Staffo/the Comment. , y 
"-1I/;J~ t./tE/~ ~Y\ . 
\7 f . 
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Student Governrnent Association 
FEEDBACK! 
I am writing this letter in reference to the extremely poor articlf'!' thClt 
have appeared in both The Comment and the Hard Tiwes concernillp tlit' 
Sf udent Government. ' ' 
I was especially impressed by the recent waste of space, tim{' (Inn thp 
students' money dedicated to the rip.down of the Student Governmellt h;V 
the lIat'd Timl's. It is beyond me how any person, after having 8Clmitten 
that he hasn't been attending the S.G.A. meetings, can put down in .print 
t he names of those who he believes to be good Senators, fair Senators. ;Inn 
those wbo he feels are just taking up space. After reading that 8rtir]p. T 
now believe that the most wasted space on campus is that taken up hy thf' 
IIn .. d Timt's office. 
The liard Timrs.,has been notorious for pointing the finger at others for 
not doing their jobs. ,Is it not the job of a newspaper (or magazinE' (IS tl1p 
ease may be) to inform its readers of the facts'? The Hard Till1(,~ }1CH~ 
apparently decided that it is sufficient to simply guess at what is poinp on-
-and then print it. Perhaps the liard Times has been too busy E'va]uCltinp: 
cllld degrading what others have been doing to take a good look at whflt 
lhey themselves should be doing. It appears that the Hard Tim('!' }1(l~ (l 
little housecleaning of its own to do. 
When Th~('ommrnt assigned a reporter to cover the weekly mE'E'tinf,':~. 
I was definitely impressed. Since that time, we have received f:.G.A. 
reports in that paper which are both accurate and objective. Th(' ('om-
llH'nt. nevertheless, is also guilty of misrepresenting the S.C..A. in it~ 
('ditorials and artic1es. Does a Senator's attendance record printE'd in thE' 
paper adequately present his ability as a delegate to thE' f:tudf"nt 
Government? Interviews with the delegates themselves, includinp fl 
picture of the individual as well as questions and responses on key j~~I1f>!' 
would seem of more value to the student body as a whole. As you mll~t 
realize. many people don't even know who their elected represE'ntativf"l' 
arc, or what SUb-committees they serve on. Articles of this naturE" wOlllrl 
do the most to inform the campus of what goes on in the Senat€' ('haP1t>t'r~ 
and who is involved. 
I <~Iso found the satire concerning a recent Student SenatE' }11E"Ptir1f1 to 
he very entertaining and it's not because it was jamIPed with pit~ (If 
humor and wit. The individual who is responsible for that articlE' no~~ pot 
attend S.G.A. meetings on a regular basis. I can't understand how he (,flP 
h(' considered any type of authority on the sUbject--even to merE'ly ,"'ritf' (l 
satire. 
Perhaps the next satire printed by either ThE.' COJlln1 ('nt or thE' HflJ"cl 
'I'inws should be entitled: "The Know-Nothing Editor Writes Cl J(pnw-
Nothing Article About the Know-Nothing Senate," with the c.rE'Clt 0(\(1 
Nod very intelligently declaring, "Let he who is without sin cast thp fjr~t 
stone." (That's not an original quote, but I'm sure IJ(' wouldn't Plipci if 
NOn lIsed it.) 
Sincerely, 
,.John Dixon--Delegate-at-Large 
Student Government Association 
SGA EDITOIAL 
ON STUDENT APATHY 
In the past few issues of this paper, quite a few articles havE'b nE'E'n 
printed about the attitudes of the Student Government Association. ThE' 
senators and other members have been portrayed as IMY. 
unknowledgable bumpkins who ran for office to do little but gain a titlp 
,1Ild a bit of prestige. This is not a retraction or an apology. It is merf"ly 
an attempt to present another side. 
It is true. that in many cases the SGA officials have acted in a way 
unbecoming their position. It is also true that many senators Clrp 
unknowledgabel in areas concerning theirmoffice. It is true that thE'r:p 
has been many a mockery of paliamentary and constitutional ]C1W 
staged in the Chambers. But, it is also true that they are acting on thpir 
own with little, if any, support from the students. 
This is what this Editorial is about: student apathy. It has b{,E'n weJl 
established and accepted that few students care enough about anything 
to get involved, It is not limited to students at Bridgewater, or to 
students at all. Look at this country. If people cared enough do you think 
we'd be in HI(' mess (aetually messes) we're in today'~ J doupt it. 
The SGA llwets every Tuesday at 5: 15 in the chambers. In ca:::f' 
smnpont' doeslI'l know, it's right near Ihe Game Hoom- everyone know::: 
where that is. Try to stop in sOlllt'time. find out who your .f'('prf'!"en-
latives are, talk to them. Who knows, they might even be so inspirf'n 
they'll take Ill(' job seriously. It's worth a try. You elected them - !"lIp-
port. 
This is something you can do. A way to purge yourself as apathE'tk 
students. If you can't go to the meeting because yu work. speak to your 
representatives, go to the special meetings, read the SGA Heport, hut .10 
something. Anything! 
"The time for sitting around the horseshoe and lounge has E'ndro. the 
time to share ideas is here"--The Comment, November 29, ]973. ~ogoes. 
this year the S.G.A. has come under fire from thE.' two ('amp\l~ 
puhlications. Thl' Comment and the Hard Times Press. In this lE'ttE>r. T no 
not feel that I have to defend the actions of this year's Student GOVf'rn-
ment. 
However, I would like to respond to the articles by our newspaper!'. 
First of all, the lIard Times. How Joe Burns can ever write an E'ffrctivf' 
. critique on 'the Senate is'beyond me. The readers of this articlE' wnu1n 
assume that Burns faithfully attends the S.G.A. meetings. FfowE'vE'r. Clt 
the time of his article, Joe BUrns was a stranger to the S.C.A. rhamnE'r!'. 
Where he got his information and iqeas (most of the Senate is a WClstE' of 
money> is anyone's guess. Was it second-hand information,or did pE'r-
sonal biases enter into the story by Joe Burns'? < • 
Next.Tht> Commt>nt. Mike Viera's satires on the S.C.A. havE' PE'pn 
funny. However, r always thought a satire was supposed to be a take-off 
or a slanted view on a factual event. Yet there- is Iittll' truth h('hino 
Vit"'a's stori('s. It's nice to praise the S.G.A. President and condE'mn thE' 
Senate for being ineffective. However, a closer look at the S.G.A. thil' 
year ~ould show that it's simply a case of the captain of the ship not 
kllowmg how to fun his vessel, and thus losing complete control of his 
crew. 
Hopefully, in the future our c~mpus publications will get off thE'ir ClSsP~ 
and thoroughly investigate and research a subject beforE' E'VE'n Clt-
tempting to write about it. Maybe, with a little more concern alld intE'TE'st 
on the part of the people'like Burns and Viera, the students of RS.\'. lVj]J 
not only be well informed,· but also told the truth about the Sl1dent 
Government Association. 
Oh. for the days of a 1 (one) newspaper campus again. 
Sincerely yours, 
Bob Gay (2nd Vice-Pres.--SGA) 
SGAREPORT 
by Nan~ Doherty 
Last Friday, November 30, the 
SGA held a special meeting 
pertaining to a recommendation 
that the Ad Hoc Space Utilization 
Committee had sent to President 
Hondileau. Apparently, the Space 
Committee appoved and rec-
commended, with modifications, 
one of six plans submitted by the 
<ll'ch,itects hired to suggest 
solutfons to BSe's space dilem-
ma. This particular plan. "Plan 
Three", essentially entales 
ehanges to be made to the 
Humanities Building. What 
concerned the SGA was the fact 
that the committee's approval 
come without di,scussion of the 
other five plans. AND that the 
recommendation was sent 
directly to President Rondi1eau 
without first being submitted to 
the SGA and the Faculty Council 
as is the customary procedure. 
In response, the Senate met 
and passed two motions. The first 
would send a letter to President 
ROrldileaustating that the SGA 
does not approve of the 
procedures used· by the Ad Hoc 
Space Utilization Committee. 
This would be published in the 
newspapers and a copy would be 
sent to the chairman of the Ad 
Hoc Space utilization Committee. 
The second motion was to reject 
t he recommendation of the Ad 
Hoc Committee. The senators 
had three reasons for doing this: 
thev did not feel that the 
n'c~lInm('ndation was passed by 
Ihe ('ommittee; the explanation 
of "modifications" {plan three 
was recomm(:'nded with 
modifications} was too vague: 
monies left over for the library, 
aftel' revamping the Humanities 
Building were never considered. 
Tues day's regular Senate 
Inl'eting was held partly in 
J:<~xecutive Session (closed to the 
pUQIic} and partly in ope~ session. 
In open seSSion. under com-
mittee reports, two thousand 
dollars was allocated for a second 
Teacher Evaluation. Also, it was 
announced that the student Union 
Board of Governors plan to enact 
the following; 
1. That the following penalties be 
imposed upon students abusing 
their rights in the Student Union 
Building by the use of abusive 
ianguage and/or behavior: 
A. First offense: Either a two 
weeks suspension from or: the loss 
of the privilege of attending 
fourteen consecutive Rathskeller 
nights or similar functions in 
which be('r and win ... is served. 
B. Second Offense: A one 
month's suspension 'or thirty 
'consecutive Rathskeller nights or 
similar functions in which beer 
and wine is ~erved plus 
notification of the Dean-'s office. 
C. Third Offense: The s.tudent 
shaH lose all privileges for 
rem;linder of the year. 
D. Perogative of the Director 
to notify the Deans. 
2. That the Rathskeller be 
d{lsignated as a dining area and 
function as a snack bar on 
campus. 
Discussion and voting pn these 
recommendations was tabled 
until further information is 
available. 
In the Executive Report. Tom 
Hickey announced the formation 
of I,\'o committees. One concerns 
the pnergy crisis: the other is a 
.Job Review Board. The Senate 
eomfil'med the appointment ·of 
lwo students to the energy crisis 
('ommittee-George Sutherland 
and .Jean Fuller. Tom also 
discussed establishing a com-
mittee ontside SGA to develop a 
policy involving .all aspects of the 
college community in the 
determination of due process. 
Under Old Business, the 
amendment allowing the Senate 
to call it's own meetings was 
ratified for the second time, as is 
necel>sary. There was also a 
lengthy discussion of a procedure 
to search and select the Dean of 
Students. This is applicable to 
Dean Shea's retirement next 
year. ~he Senate was able to 
approve a plan· calling for the 
establishment of a nine member 
Dean of Student's Search and 
Selection Advisory Committee. 
This Committee would consist of 
three administrators, one In-
structional Faculty and five 
students. 
Unfortunately, before-The resl 
of t he agenda could be discussed " 
the quorum Cie: number of 
senators needed to be present to 
transact business) was lost when 
one senator left for a -"basketball 
game". The meeting was called 
by . Chairman Kathy Germain 
until next Tuesday when, 
tJopefuIly, there will again be a 
quorum and the meeting can be 
adjourned. 
This was the second week in ~ 
row when the meeting could not 
even adjourn. never mind conduct 
business, because sixteen 
senators couldn't come and 
remain until the end. There has 
Iwen some flack about the 
relevancy of publishing a weekly 
a\tpndance record of O;e senator;. 
Pl'rhaps it woud be more to the 
point to publish a record of who 
clid or didn't make it though to the 
t'nd of the meeting. 
FUTURE .OF B.S.C. DISCUSSED 
The future directions of BSC 
and the other ten colleges in the 
Massachusetts State College 
system are coming under close 
examination, and the immediate 
result has been a long range 
planning effort to chart those 
directions. 
Working cooperatively. those 
involved ·(trustees, students, 
faculty, and administrators) have 
drafted a revised "Agenda for 
Henewal" to serve as a guide for' 
planning, and earlier this month a 
r'epresentative group met at BSC 
to hear local reactions and 
suggest.ions. 
Dr. Adrian Rondileau, the 
president of the College, 
welcomed the group at a meeting 
open to the College Community. 
The representatives preser;t 
included: Trustee Mr. Philip 
Low . chairman of tht' Board of 
Tl'lISl{,,{,S Long Range Planning 
CommiU('(': Trust{'(' Mrs. Ruth 
Bdggs, the member of the Board 
sl)('cifically co'nc{'rned with BSC'; 
Or. William Haas. assistant 
clirt'ttor in tht" central office' of the 
stat(· collegt" syst('m; Dr. Don 
WaItel's, d('puty dir(>ctor of the 
('('HiraI office; and Dr. ,James 
lIallowood, liason from tht" Board 
, of Hi gh ('I' Education . 
. From the campus, Academic 
Dean Dr. Wallace Anderson, 
chairman of the College's Long 
Range Planning Committee; Mr. 
Thomas Hickey, president of the 
Student Government Association; 
and Dr. James Brennan, chair-
man of the Faculty Council. 
The meeting was held in the 
auditorium of the Clement C. 
Maxwell Library, and ap-
proximately 100 people were in 
the audience. 
Trustee Lowe began the 
meeting by presen·ing a brief 
history of the Agenda for Renewal 
and said that there had been a 
large effort "to allow everone to 
get their hand' into this 
document." He called it a 
"guideline. : . a clear call to arms 
on the Wlrt of all of us." 
He mentioned two major parts 
of the docment. Trustee Lowe 
said that it was basically "student 
oriented" because "they are the 
reason we exist." He also said the 
question of tenure for the faculty 
was included was to make it a 
part of the renewal effort: "What 
we hope will come out of this alert 
is nut the eradication of tenure but 
lhe eradication of the things that 
perhaps ar'e plaguing it ... This is 
H document ~hat is interested in 
faculty and their futures and their 
relationship with the otherelemts 
!in the community)," 
Trustee Lowe emphasized that 
it will be' the job of the individual 
campuses to make this effort 
work, and the autonomy of each 
('ollege is stressed throughout as 
each develops plans to meet the 
guidelin's tenets. 
Dr. Don Walters also went to 
son\{' lengths to make that point 
dul'ing til(' nweting. 11(' said the 
document "I'eaHirms the 
Hutol11ony of each institution." 
Ill'. Wa\tt'rs then read from the 
document the areas of particular 
concern that the Agenda for 
Renewal raises. He prefaced his 
reading by rrentioning that, in 
some of these areas some colleges 
had already made progress. The 
document encourages the in-
stitutions in the state college 
system to: 
leal'ning and teaching on the 
campus. 
Or. Walters also said that each 
college wil1 be required to submit 
a report of how faculty are 
evaluated to insure "due process" 
is followed. 
Speaking of the document's 
philosophy, Dr. William Haas 
~aid it responds to the need to 
develop a new philosophy of 
education to meet new trends.' He 
sal<;t "If we move in the area of 
career preparation it is important 
Ihat we 110t lose ~ight of the im-
pact of liberal arts of the 
humanities or general education 
on whatever type of careers we 
are pteparing people for .. " 
Mr'. Thomas Hickey, SGA 
President, said, "On the whole, 
this is a welcome change that will 
hopefully improve the 
C'ducational system in the state." 
Mr. Hickey asked if there could be 
a clarification of exactly what' 
role students would play in the 
('valuating process, and Dr. 
Walters responded by saying that 
the document explicitly avoids, 
. dictating that. "This is a decision 
1. Develop program to for the colleges themselves to 
facilitate transfer of community make. We say there has to be 
eollege graduates into state ~tudent input, you decide the best 
colleges <Trustee Lowe sid later manner." 
that Bridgewater had done very When Mr .. Hickey asked if 
well in this area, although other there would-be any minimum 
colleges had not made pregress. standards, Trustee Loew replied, 
I; 2. Heaffitm the commitment to "We want to be sure that the 
develop special programs for students do participate and they 
different groups of students, feel free and comfortable in such 
specifically older students; 3. H participation ... explicit in that 
Improve OUTREACH programs is responsible attitudes on the 
to gain minority students (Dr. part oflhe students. We would 
Walters hailed BSC for "striking first be concerned that students 
gains in this area already.") 4. have the opportunity to evaluate 
Provide broader opportunities for - and that the faculty have proper 
students to gain credit for ~afeguards." 
pt'adicum experiences; 5. Dean Anderson said he was 
Reassess ctlUrriculum to move pleased to have the reassurances 
. 'vigorously forward" in the study of the trustees that the in-
of relationships between dividuality of each college will be 
professional courses and liberal maintained, and that teacher 
arts studies: 6. Improve com- training and liberal arts studies 
munication with local high .will continue as major programs 
schools; 7. Examine closely the in conjunction with the 
graduate education programs; 8. development of new areas. He 
Investigate means to provide asked what would be the 
greater opportunities for faculty relationship between career 
members to be released from a ('ourses and general education 
portion of teaching load to pursue programs. 
hody of literature that indicates Greg Hall, a member of the SGA, 
{he unique posture of the new said, "1 don't see students being 
technology; for example, com- asked what they want. .. More 
puler scientists have a special and more our careers are being 
problem to understand the value guides! by the' jqb market rather 
that society places upon them, the than Qur interests." He suggested 
value they place '.on themselves; that studies be ~ade to deter~ine 
and their contribution to society .. what students: want in .their 
.where these s~cia] questions ('ducations. . . , 
exist, one has t6 examine his Mr. David \ Flynn, BSC's 
liberal arts offerings to find out if 'Director of Planning and' 
you have anything that even Opvelopment, said that some 
approaches the$e kinds of statistics and e$timates quoted 
questions .. " about the state! college system 
Or. James Bre$an, chairman wt're not ~pplicable to 
of the Faculty Cou,cil, posed four Bridgewater b~cause of its 
questions, and they were: 1. Will location in the fastest growing 
the faculty exchange program section of the I United States, 
mentioned in the Agenda be southeastern Massachusetts. 
mandatory'~ (Trustee Lowe: "No. Trustee Lowe replied that the' 
We do hope colleges and faculty value is, however, that BSe and 
m('mbers will want to engage in' the other colleges are forced to 
cooperative pt;'ograms with (lxamine them5~lves more closely 
nearby colleges if a 'need exists.); n nd . 'put new evidence on the 
2. In regard to the approval of new table." 
academic programs, the Agenda Professor Adeline Oakley of 
states that new programs Will be t he Department of Library 
huilt upon institutional strengths. Science asked that the Agenda 
Who will de~ermine. each' in- make careful provisions for the 
stitution's strengths and how? quality of the system that allows 
(Trustee Lowe: Each' college transfer students to enter the 
knows its own strenths, and the ~tate colleges, and Trustee Lowe 
very way you 'present you· new agreed thaJ this was a matter of 
programs will justify them, and if' special interest. He praised 
YOll jUF;.tify them with your Bridgewater for taking in a large 
weaknesses, it will show.") 3. proportion - - a total of 300 this 
Community service is referred to past SC'ptember and an additional 
in terms of faculty professional 200 likely this January. 
growth and promotion in The meeting concluded with a 
;lcademic rank. What is com- word of appreciation -from 
munity service defined as? Presient Rondileau and Trustee I 
(Trustee Lowe: That decision Lowe to all who had come. 
will be up to the college com-
munity itself, a rig,i-d defintion is 
specifically avoided in the Mini-Courses 
Agenda.) 4. Dr. Brennan stated 
in regard to the question of by Katie Mason 
tenure. he believes there _ are 
misuses and abuses, but that it Ca~e decorating, the second in 
must be saved. With that kind of he . series of mini-courses being 
philosophy, could he serve on the )ffered by the Program' Com-
state- wide Ta~k Force studying nittee, kicked :off Monday night. 
fhe question? (Trustee Lowe: "I kheduled to run from 6-8p.m. 
think each of the trustees ap- \lJonday night and 3-5 p.m. 
proaching this question of tenure Nednesday afternoon, the 
will do so wi th an open· mind and neetings will be held in the 
without prejudice. . .We don't Hudent . Union main ditchen 
want to throw out the baby with lehind the cafeteria. The 
the bath water. If there are in- lther courses ~uch as Mixalogy, 
.iu~tices or areas for im- ;elf-Defense, and Basic Car 
provemenl, we want to find tepair are still in the planning 
them."). itages. Students will be notified 
Questions and comments were hrough the mail when all the 
t hen solicited from the audience. letails are ironed out. 'programs of pr'oressional \ DI'. Haas replied, "There are development that will help. both philosophical elements and a 
r-------------~--------------------------------~--~ 
STUDEN'IS I 10% Student DiscoUnt 
(Excludes Mark-Do",,,.& :Blu.e Penlm.i 
. \' , 
. at : 
'PANTPOURRI: TOPS' & JEANS 
4Broad St., .RTE·18 BridgeU1llter- Center 
Open· Daily lOAM ... 7PM. 
WED., THURS.,& ~RI. Eves • . Td .9PM •... 
Your ShopWit~ The Largest Selecii~n Of 
.TEANS&TOPS AND 'ACCESSORIES' '" 
Largest supply of cuffed denJm baggies- many styles' 
for the best fit possible Also regular blue jeans, 
Hi-Rise,Low-Ris'e,& Jumbo BELLS 
Theytre aU alike ... all she wanted 
was my body 
Present your S~udent I.D.,to save 10% 
Dis'count good -all year 
.. -j 
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BLOOD BANK FHOM THE CATHOLIC CEN-TER 
Tuesday, December 11, an The Catholic Center is 
. American Red Cross Blood Bank beginning a self-evaluation 
. program called INSEARCH. It 
will he on campus, It w1l1 be set will take place over the next few 
liP in the Student Union Building months and will need the 
fi< Broom from 9:30 a.m. to 3:15 coopera~ion of many on cam~>us. 
a The basIs for the program IS to 
p.m. to accomodate blood donorS. evaluate the impact on the 
Come! Please! Donors are campus. We also want to 
1reatl needed! Whole blood. for examine how we, can foster new 
g . y. ., programs sUitable to the 
whIch there IS no substltute. IS religious needs of all students and 
usable for only 21 days. Constant faculty. 
. t f th Bloodmobile is Throughout the week at the 
suppor 0 e ~ Catholic Center, we offer 
necessary to make blood programs and religious services: 
available to those who require it.' Mon. at 11: 00 Biblical Study and 
If ou are 18 or over, you can Liturgical Pr~p?rat~on 
y 12:00 Eucharistic Liturgy 
give blood without parental 3:00 Course on Moral Decisions 
i ('onsent. So give! If you.do, you. 
. d our dependents are eligible Tues. at 10:00 Music G~ouP 
.In y. II: 00 Course on Jesus FIgure 
yo receive blood from the Red 7:00 Newman Club planning 
Cross program for one year ... Christmas Party at Center 
Groups. you can even give i~ the Wed. at 4:00 Fait~ and Values 
nam(' of some organization and &:00 Eucharistic Liturgy 
secure protection for all members ' 
d h · ddt Thrsdayat 10:00 Faith and Values an t elr epen en s. G 
roup 
Come in. donate some blood. 
You'll he helping. 
CIIHISTMAS CONCERTin the 
Chapel of the Catholic Center 
Tuesday, December 11, at 10:00 







lRay oller HI via· 
olerseasJralnlDa 
For the session starting Fall, 1974, 
Euromed will assist qualified Amer-
ican students in gaining admission 
to recognized overseas medical 
schools. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Since the language barrier constitutes 
the preponderate difficulty in succeed· 
ing at a foreign school. the .Eurom,ed 
program also includes an Jnte~slve 
12 week medical and conversatIOnal 
language course, mandatory for all 
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per 
week (12·16 weeks) the course is 
given in the country where the student 
will attend medical school. 
In addition. Euromed provides . stu· 
dents with a 12 week intensive cui· 
tural orientation program. with 
American students now studying medi· 
cine in that particular country serving 
as counselors, 
Senior or graduate students currenlly 
enrolled in an American university are 
eligible to participate in the Euromed 
program. 
For application and further 




170 Old country Road 
Mineola, N.Y. 11501 
Fri. at 9:00 and 1:00 Short Movie 
12:00 Eucharistic Liturgy 
Sat. Dec. 8 is the Feast of the 
Immaculate Conception 
Liturgy for the Feast will be on 
Friday, Dec. 7 at 4:00 
Weekend Liturgies: Saturday 
4::m 
Sunday 11: 00 
SHARE CHANUKKAH WITH 
US! 
Come to our Chanukkah party. 
Tuesday, December 11, 10 am , 
Tilly Reception Room. Dr. Maier 
will be guest speaker. Wine, 
Bagels. and other traditional 
delicacies will be served. 
Sponsort'd by the Menorah Club. 
Share an apartment a block from 
the college for $15 a week. 
Available immediately. Call 697-
8946 in the morning. 
FOR SALE: 
8 Ft. Poo; Table with cues and 
halls-$50 with Ping - pong. table 
top-$60 contact Barbara-826-6193 
or leave message. Hanover. 
SOCIOLOGY SEMINAR: 
SO 402, Seminar: Research 
Methods in Soci~logy is being 
offered in the Continuing Studies 
Program for the Spring Semester. 
If you have any interest or future 
plans for taking this course, now 
is the time to take it. If too few 
students register for the course it 
will be cancelled. The chances 
that it will be offere~ again at 
night are not good, it lis now or 
possibly never. Please register as 
soon as possible. Elizabeth 
Knights 
CIIOHALE: 
The Bridgewater State Chorale 
will be singing at the South Shore 
Plaza on Friday, December 7, 
from 7:00-8:00 pm. A variety of 
Christmas Carols will be sung. 
Everyone is invited to come and 
enjoy some good music. 
Also, on Thursday, December 
11, at 1 :00 pm and Thursday, 
December 13, at 8:30 a Christmas 
Concert at the Catholic Cen~re 
will feature a brass choir. All are 
invited. 
On December 10 form 9: 00 
a.m.:3:00 p.m., Tillinghast Hall 
'Will hold a flea market in the 
lower lobby (foyer) of the SUo 
Proceeds will go to Globe Santa & 
Tillinghast Drom. 
Knick-nacks, stocking suffers, 
odds'n ends etc. will be the items 
for sale: All of these items for sale 
will be donated and lor made by 
the residents· of Tillinghast. 
Special attraction will feature 
"PICTURES TAKEN WITH 
SANTA CLAUS AND HIS 
HELPER". 
"'Come See & Buy our Flees" 
Kathy Riordan' & Rita CoCo. 
SNEA 
Executive BoahJ Meetings are 
held every Tuesday at 7:00 p.rn.: in 
the SNEA Office on the 3rd floor 
of the Student Union. OPENTO 
ALL MEMBERS! 
FRENCH CLUB: 
: On Thursday, December 13, the 
, French Club will have a Christ-
mas Carol practice hour (in 
French) in S.U. 205 at 10:00 am. 
The Christmas Party will be held 
at Dr. Judah's house, 15 Maple. 
Ave .. 
a few blocks away from Boyden. 
. (P.S. For directions come to the 
French Club Office, third floor, 
S.U') 
Both faculty and students are 
invited. Activities will be French 
Christmas Caroling, trimming a 
Christmas tree, a slide show on 
France to be given by Miss Janet 
Lefand, a small buffet and much 
more. Come join us!! Don't 
forget to sign up for the Quebec 
Winter Carnival trip-its only $50! 
President of LeCircle Francais, 
Yvonne J. Prevost 
RESEARCH 
. . 
~ Thoulands of TopIc8 
U.75per~ 
.!end far ,. up-tHlti, 1..,.. 
· miil order catalog. Enclose _ ,1.00 _ 
to c:ever pol'" (calivery time is 
Ito 2 dI;s). .' 
R6EARcIfASSISTANCE, INc. 
U941 WILSHIRE BlVD., SUITE #2 
. LOS ANGElES, CAliF. 90025 
(2131477-8414 or 4n~5493 . 
, Our reiurdlllllterlalit Iokf for 
. ,. ... rellalll.1ICe 0IIf,. 
THE COPPER BEECH INN 





THE FORENSIC CLUB - A 
TRADITION IN THE MAKING 
Although the Forensic Club of 
BSC is small in its numberof 
members, the ones who do belong 
are particularly devoted to the art 
of public speaking and debating . 
Several members such as Cindy 
Berryman, the president, Muriel 
Finnegan, Martha Cooney, and 
Jean Fuller have participated in 
quite a few competitive meets 
throughout last year. 
At these meets at the various 
colleges throughout the United 
States, the quality of the par-
ticipant speakers is high. Many 
come from colleges where public 
speaking is'traditionally held as a 
standard for intellectual com-
petition. The BSC Forensic Club 
always puts forth their best ef-
forts, even against these odds. 
Not that the meets are all work 
and no fun, Ms. Susan· Miskely 
and the combination of the 
Forensic Club agree that there is 
always something wild going on. 
This past weekend, the Forensic 
Club went to that well-known New 
York town of Oswego, where they 
came out with honors. 
Cindy Berryman: First place 
in Rhetorical Criticism, a speech 
analyzed by Booker T. 
Washington; Jeanne Fuller: 
for entrance at the Inn at th~ 
follo~g .tilD,C§.. . 
·.:~tIi. ' .... 
Monday- ~aturdar:loam - llpm 
(Sat. 9:30am) 
FIIFTH PLACE AWARD OF AN 
Ear of. Corn Trophy for the 
'corniest' After-Dinner Speech on 
her dorm roommates. 
Ronna Galipeau and Debbie 
DiCicco scored extremely well for 
their first meet. . 
TilE SLAVIf'STtTDIES CLUB 
, hy Gill Rliss 
The B.S.C. S1avic Studies Club, 
under the direction of their ad-
visor. Professor Christina 
Reordon. has begun a busy year 
of events. ' Mrs. Reordan and a 
few interested students made two 
trips to meet and eonverse with 
members of the Russian research 
vessel. Belogorsk. which until 
mid-Oetober wasgocked at the 
Wood's Hole Oceanographic 
Institute. The students ex-
('hanged welcomes with the crew 
I1wmbers and brought pumpkins 
as gifts to the ship and explained 
Ihe American custom of 
Hal1oween. Students were able to 
('onverse privately among crew 
llwmbers with knowledge and. 
friendship exchanged on both 
sides. We hope the ship will ,return 
next fall. Friday, the 16th of 
November. the Slavic Studies 
('Jub. led hy their president 
Dorothv Viera. travelled to 
Boston Co1lege in Chestnut Hill to 
hear {he nationally famous. Yale 
Russian Choir. They sang a very 
'Pntertaining medly of Russian 
The membership fee is. $200.00 
We at the Copper Beech lim ($50.00 quarterly). The.!ollowing 
would like to inform you of our fees will apply for non-~embers. 
Fall· and Winter .Schedule. . 
'. folksings and traditional church 
hYmns. Upcoming events in-
.. iude a fund-raising cake sale on 
D('c. :~. featuring Russian recipes 
and music. Also. an exhibit 
demonstrating Russian primary 
school techniques and E:'ducational 
principles will be on display_ The 
dub cordia Ilv invites an the 
faculty, pduc-ation majors and' 
illlvone interested to view the 
fli;play. It will compare methods 
llnd demonstrate the fierce spirit 
o[ eompetition the Russians have 
with the American educational 
system. Finally. the Slavic 
Studies (,lub is never too large to 
pncompass new members. If you 
Our facilities include· a heated 
indoor swimming pool, separate 
saunas and dressing rooms for 
ladies and gentlemen plus, some 
exercise equipment. There is also 
· a pool table at your disposal and, 
of course. the lounge. All these 
facilities are open to the public 
· from 4pm to 11 pm. 
$2.50 Swimming & Sauna 
$1.50 Swim or Sauna 
$5.95 Swim. Sauna & Steak Plate 
(reservations necessary) 
We are availabJe for parties 
and other functions. Food will be 
served by prior arrangement. 
are interE:'sted in Russian culture, 
For further information, history or in just planning to 
please call 697-7706. cleft,(·t, all that mllst hE' none is 
Memberships are .available. Cordially yours,' (,(lIItaet PI'('sidE'nt ViE'ra 01' Mrs. 
ChiIdrens swimming 'is on Kenneth Gebo, Pro~rieter lkol'don. TIl(' Slayic Studit's ('tub 
-$aturday morning from 9:30-12 P.S. Ma~e your Chnstmas Party is OIl(' of B.S.C.'s most acth'(' 
. 'noon. Members are ·given keys' reservatlohs now! . ·-stud(,llt Ol'ganizatiolls and a lot of -
...... H .......... H ........ ~ ........... H~ ...... ~ ............ H~" fun to tak(" part in. 
r 
r 
by Joanne Tarpey 
Beneath the singing, laughter, 
and excitement, there was 
learning taking place. 
This week, many children from 
five a.rea to":'I~S had the op-
portumty to VISIt an exhibit en-
tiijed "Carnival of Ideas for Open 
Equcation" at the Humanities 
Building. This exhibit is 
presented twice a year by the 
Sophomore Education students of 
Mr. Tom Wolpert. It is geared 
primarily to chiJdn>n, kin-
d('!·gal'te.>J) through third gmd£'. 
Its purf)ose.> is to show that tltl'l'e.> 
a.·(· aUe.>rnative.>s to structurl'd 
«'du('a tion. 
The main features this year 
by Skipper 
Can you imagine what would 
happen if the student body, en 
masse, were to ignore the General 
Educat.ion Hequirements and 
take only those courses in which 
they were interested? 
I'm guessing. 
F'irst off, it would take a while 
before anyone other than the 
individual would notice. Of 
course, the individual should do 
hetter all around. He may be into 
photography or some interesting 
fl~nglsh course or anything for 
that matter. The point is that he's 
laking something that interests 
him and in most (not alI> in-
stances he would be more inclined 
to study the subject. Agree, so 
fal"? 
The number of graduates 
would not just fall, it would 
plummet. For those that did 
graduate, it would be an in-
dication that the individual had 
retained a desire for a specific 
goal and that the G.E.R. met the 
demandsofthisgoal (i.e., anyone 
interested in education would 
were super structures, geodesic 
domes, and an inflatable room. 
These were decorated in carnival 
fashion withcolorfuJ clown faces 
and large paper mache animals. 
Within' the Creative Drama 
dome, children put on puppet 
shows, played dress-up, and put 
on skits lIsing the . many 
suggestive materials available to 
them. 
In the next dome, children 
were making music using various 
homemade instruments and 
singing. 
J n a second room were the 
super structures. These appeared 
to be carnival billboards from the 
December 6, 1973'. The Comment 15 
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SNEA 
WORKSHOP SERIES No.2 
SNEA WORKSHOP SERIES #2 
By 
Colle~n Coskren 
On I Monday, November 26, 
1973, SNEA began the second in a 
series of work- shops. From 
Monday through Thursday, 
various speakers and guests 
covered the areas of 'Music and 
Art in Education." The purpose 
behind these workshops was to 
open areas of art and music to 
students that would not have the 
time to take courses in these 
areas or 'would not otherwise be 
exposed to such topics. 
The first guest speaker was not 
just one person and not done. in 
lecture fashion. The Blue Hill 
Four Quartet from Canton, Mass. 
front. but behind each of these entertained a group of students, 
were two cubicles one on top of while also stressing that harmony 
the other. In these were at least can be used in th~ classroom. 
twenty differentthings to do. The Besides presenting a repetoire of 
children climbed in and out and comical songs, the members of 
up and down ·e'xamining all the the quartet, including Bob 
contents. They did such activites Coskren, Bill Wedge, Lew Nelson, 
as "Deal a Word," "Make a and Walter Ryan, involved the 
Collage," "Match the Shapes," audience in a number of songs. 
"Find the Hidden Alphabet," and They showed how easily songs 
"Color the Clown." . can be divided into four-part 
I For those that participated and· harmony and more important, 
those that visited the exhibit, it how easily harmony can be used 
brought about a realization that by any teacher in the classroom. 
learning can be fun. Following the quartet, Dr. 
Marjorie Kranyik, a professor in 
the Education Department at 
_ BSC, presented an enlightening 
pl'Ogram on Music and the Young 
Child. Using the audience-
involvement technique, Dr. 
Kranyik covered such areas as 
self-awareness in space, 
movement in music, and songs 
children are sure to enjoy. She 
stressed that any person in the 
teaching field can have an en-
joyable music program, 
especially because of the large 
amount of materials available 
today. Children can become 
actively, rather than passively, 
involved in music, such as by 
playing an instrument, like the 
1utoharp, in class. On 
Tuesday, November 27, Dr. 
Smalley, a professor in the Art 
Department at BSC, presented 
slides to his audience concerning 
his experiences in the art field. 
He spoke on art in relation to 
education, showing various 
techniques to be used in the 
classroom. Through the slide 
'-"esentation, he showed the 
develop- ment of art in correlation ~ 
to the development of . tlhe child. 
He used the children's works in 
comparing them' to works of 
famous painters. This further 
exemplified the great spectrum of 
the art world. He stressed 
various paint techniques and 
other media that are effective in 
obtaining successful results. 
Wednesday, November 28 
found Professor Santos from the 
Music Department entertained 
his audience with selections of 
American, European,· and 
African composers. He spoke 
about Scott Joplin, Charles Ives, 
and Gottschalk, and demon~ 
strated the composers' piano 
pieces. As follow-up to his 
presentation, Professor Santos is 
planQing to research different 
books, records, films, etc. that the 
students can use when planning 
their music curriculum. By at-
tending this workshop, the 
students found that an ap-
preciation of music can be given 
to young children if the teacher 
has an understanding and 
knowledge of the materials 
available. 
As a conclusion to the week,' on 
Thursday, November 29, Dr. 
Daniels. from the Art Department 
at BSC and the BurneH School 
presented a workshop on Arts and 
Crafts and the Young Child. 
Through a slide presentation. Dr. 
Daniels gave the audience a taste 
of the variety of art techniques to 
be used in the classroom and 
actual finished products done by 
children· at the Burnell School. 
After viewing the slides, . an in-
volvement activity of working 
with printing took place. Using a 
small piece of wax, Dr. Daniels 
showed that numerous activities 
can take place, such as rubbings, 
printing by the intaglu method-
method. and planographic 
printing. 
Although the audiences were 
ralher sman numbered, those 
who attended felt very satisfied 
hy the variolls experiences that 
were given to them. SNEA 
mt'mbers are grateful to the time 
f heir guests spent with them and 
the sharing of their interests in 
the fields of music and art. 
G.E.R. SNEA 
lend to find useful courses in 
G.E.R. and in the courses 
necessaey to fulfill the 
requirements of his major.) But 
think how the decrease in 
graduates would reflect on the 
Rchool. Someone, somewhere, 
would want to know why. First in, 
the inquiry line would be the 
student. 
Now, I'm not saying that any 
institution could give a diploma to 
some kid that took 8 semesters of 
courses like basket-weaving and 
the like. What I'm saying is that 
from the student's point of view 
there should be two possible 
direction. The first is the op-
portunity to receive a diploma. If 
a student wants to tech or simply· 
receive a degree in one area of 
concentration, he will, by choice, 
choose courses suited to that 
endeavor (he can receive 
guidance from flualified advisors) 
hut courses beyond this area of 
('oncentra fion should bf' of his own 
eiwosing. He is controlling his 
own (·duration. 
The second directionis one in 
which the student may decide that 
a sp{~cific go.U (dipI~ma) is not 
his d('sit'l'. This dir('Ction 
IlN'(>ssitat('s a J'N'valuation on tilt' 
IHlI'l of the.> individual in rt'sp('('i to' 
hh; V('l''v lift'. Feu' SOUH'. coUegf' is 
a 1U'('{'ssary step to a S(,(,UI'f' 
position in sot'it'ty and soeit't, in 
g('IU'l'al, supports this idl'a. It 
IWNls pe.>opl(' to pe.>rpuai(' its('1f 
!this, ( might add. is the.> l'e3S011 
that things likc' G.KH. ('xist--
sod(·ty wants yom' particiJ)ation 
hut only within th(' cOllfiu(>s of 
t1H'ir gl"oUlld rult·s). IIowrvrr. if a 
stud('nt, upon pt'rsonal 
«'valuation, d('ddrs that 
('(hu'atioll. not tltf' diploma" is his 
dsin', th<>11 1)(' should ht' able to 
IHlrstH' that t'du('ation undt'l" his 
IIWII {'olltml. This sh'p ('an he 
lakc'l1 without til{' Il('('('ssity of 
<'IHlllgi ng UI(' ('d 1I e(l tiona I 
stl'lldm'('., ,Jllst take' what you 
w<Int to h'at·n. EV{'ntually, if til(' 
S."stl'lIl is not producing 
! ~"'lfillah's, it will e.>ithl'r chang(' 01' 
{'I'lImhh'. 
It's easy to take up a banner 
against the edurational system 
instead of doing something on 
your own. Daily visits to the 
curriculum rommitteeor any of 
fhe powers that be are not nearly 
as effective as just doing'what you 
wan to do. In the words of Ken 
Keset," ... you have to work from 
fhe heart out. not the issue down." 
Don't misunderstand the cries of 
"apathy" leveled at you. Do 
sorrH.'thing, but do something as 
an individual. not as a mass 
screaming for change. The mass 
cannol I'ffectively mirror your 
own individual needs. The change 
mllst start with you. 
It's a question of freedom to 
("on duct your life and education as 
you see fit. You can obey the 
N]ucational ground rules if you so 
desire, but any limitations that 
you accept are your responsibility 
and not those of the educational 
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LEASES, SECURITY DEPOSITS-
YOUR. RIGHTS . 
By Nancy Doherty 
NOTE: This is the second in a 
series of interviews with the SGA 
luwyer, Ian Oppenheim. It is to be 
stressed that all information 
herein is general. If you have a 
specific problem of a legal nature 
you should seek his advice or the 
advice of another quaJified at-
torney. 
Leasing an· apartment Ofi la 
room can be a confusing and 
complex matter- especially when 
you've never done it before. 
Knowing a few basics abut your 
rlilghts, your landlord's and the 
law can make renting a. lot easier. 
The most important thing to 
remember about a lease is that it 
is a legally binding contract. 
Attorney Oppenheim said that 
many students, and people in 
general, do not reali:ze this fact 
until they try to get out of their 
lease. If people realize ,that a 
lease is a legal contract before 
they sig 10 it, they are at a great 
advantage. 
When actually leasing a part· 
ment, as a general rule, if the land 
lord will not aUow you to take the 
lease home and show it to a friend 
or attorney before you sign it, 
then forget about the apartment. 
Such a response from a landlord 
would indicate ignorance, 
shadiness, or inexperience on his 
part. You can't possibly know 
which applies, so the safe move 
would be to turn around and 
leave. If you are considering 
leasing an apartment or room, 
now or in the future, Attorney 
Oppenheim is available to all ESC 
full-time students to go ovel' your 
lease before you sign it. He will 
not tell you \\!hether or not to sig~ 
it but he will explain its prOVisions 
and if it is in favor of you or the 
landlord. 
Another law you may not be 
aware of requires the landlord to 
give his tenent a copy of thelease 
sig ned by both parties. If a 
landlord refuses to do this he is 
liable to punishment by a $300.00 
fine. 
The laws governing security 
deposits also may puzzle those 
new to the leasing experience. 
Under the Massachusetts General 
Laws, a security deposit means 
all funds received from a tenent in 
advance, for any purpose 
whatsoever in excess of his 
monthly rent. It is legal and 
customary, but it cannot exceed 
a sum equal to that of two moths. 
rent. Something else you might 
not realize, if a landlord holds the 
security deposit formore than one 
year, he must pay interest on it at 
the rate of 5 % per year, begin-
ning the second year. 
Most problems with security 
deposits arise when a tenent tries 
to get his deposit back when he 
moves out. The law states that a 
landlord must return the security 
deposit no later than 30 days after 
the lease expires. This "~ncludes 
any interest that has ac-
cumulated. Of course a landlord 
can deduct monies for d2v,-uges to 
the apartment or room which 
were the responsibility of the 
tenent ai- his guest. He can also 
deduct any unpaid rent. The 
landlord cannot, however, deduct 
money for reasonable wear and 
tear. In other words, he can't 
come in and see a hole in the wan 
left from where a picture hung 
and deduct $50.00. A landlord 
If you owe money. remember this: in most cases the 
collector is forhidden hy law to call you repeatedly or at odd 
hours. or to harass your friends. nei~hbors, relatives. or 
employer. And .he's forbidden to make threats. Like telling 
you your credit rating will be hurt when it won't. or legal 
process is about to be served when it isn't. 
Telephone harassment to collect a debt is illegal. When it 
first happens to you keep a record of each call and where they 
came from. If they're from inside your state notify the phone 
company in writing. At the same time. write your state's 
Public Utilities Commission. In most states you bave the legal 
right 10 ask the phone company to cut off the offending party's 
phone service. If the calls are from out of state write the 
Federal Communications Commission in Washington. D.C. 
Remember. :vour telephone can't be used against you. 
Sponsored by GrassRoots Actinn Inc. 
P.O. Box 30 
Grand Cenlral Station 
New York. N.Y. 10017 
Prepared by the Stern Concern 
must itemize the damages he is 
deducting money for and indicate 
the na ture of the repair necessary 
and what that repair will cost. 
A last and even more im-
portant right a tenent has is if the 
landlord does not return the 
security deposit within 30 days, he 
can be sued foran amount equal to 
twice the security deposit plus 
;interest (beginning t~ date the 
deposit should have been retur-
ned). These monies can really 
add up. If you pay $ 1.00 a montQ 
rent, chances are you're security 
deposit was $200.00. Twice that 
would be $400.00 plus interest. 
Already you can sue for a pretty 
sizable amount. 
These are just a· few thingsto 
know if you plan to rent or if 
you're renting now. Use them. 
Your don't need to get caught in a 




ea Icula tions of th~ orbit for Comet 
Khoutek indicate the best view of 
the spectacular space visitor will 
('orne after Christmas, probably 
in mid-.January. . 
According to Dr. Brian Mar-
sden of the Smithsonian 
recent observations of the comet 
show that it remains on schedule 
to reach perihelion, or closest 
apPI'oach to the sun, Decmeber 
2H. 
The comet's greatest brilJiance 
(lnd tail length should follow the 
fwrihelion pass by one or two 
weeks. At that time, Kohoutek 
('ould be brighter than any star 
and display a tail some 10 to 30 
degrees long, 
Amateur astronomers without 
telescopes will probably see little 
of Kohoutek until early Decem-
her, however, 
Photographs taken in late 
S('ptember by .Japanese comet-
hunter Tsutomu Seki--the first 
man to observe Kohoutek's 
rappearance in the morriing sky"-
show the comet to be tail-less and 
far helow naked eye visibility. 
southeast at (jawn. In urban or 
seacoast areas, the comet may be 
. lost in haze or ground lights. ' 
Ouring the week before 
Christmas, as the comet nears 
perihelion, it will be moving too 
rapidly to have a conspicuous tail. 
Although relatively bright at this 
point--perhaps magnitude minus 
(i--it may he obscured by sunlight 
and not appear during the day as 
previously suggested, . 
After the romet passes behind 
t he sun on Decm(>ber 28, it heads 
hack into deep space. As the Ne 
Y('ar hegins, Kohoutck will also 
hecomc visible in the evening sky. 
By .January 10, the comt't should 
he seen--bright and sharp-- in -the 
dal'k, moonless sky 3n hour after. 
sunset above the southwestern 
horizon. 
The evenings from J.lI1uary 10 
10 .January 20 should provide the 
best viewing for astronomers in 
all parts of the United States. 
Comet Kohoutek will remain 
OIl view throughout January and 
mueh of February, appearing 
COMETS 
Bpcause eom('ts are 
mysterious, spectacular, and 
often unpredictable phenomena, 
their appearance has sparked 
nwn'R fears and !-;uper~titions 
f hrough most of history, ac-
cording fo the Charles Hayden 
planetarium, Roston's Museum of 
S<"ienee. By explaining comets 
as weather phenomena, caused 
by strong winds, Aristotle helped 
10 start 2()OO years of comet fear 
since strong 'winds were blamed 
for such disasters as droughts and 
floods. However, the Romans 
were pr09ably the only society 
that ('vel' saw comets as a GOOD 
omen, (0 the point of even 
dedicating a temple to a comet. 
Shortly after the death of Caesar, 
a passing comet was interpreted 
as .1 sign that the soul of Caesar, 
was admitted among the gods. ' 
F'par of comets as a BAD omen 
reached its peak in the 15th and 
Illth centuries, a time of unusually 
high ('omet activity. Ouring this 
IJPriod war, pestilence, and 
draths of kings were attributed to 
these ephemeral visitors. 
Oecember 6. 1973 The 60mment 17 
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P('rhaps t he most notoriolls of 
comets was the brilliant Halley's 
Comet. Its appearance in 6(i A.D, 
was hlnm('d for the destruction of 
,1prusHlem during that year, 
When William the Conqueror 
invaded England in 1066. Halley's 
romet was again seen and 
recorded on the famed Bayeux 
Tapestry - along with an limage of 
11 group of men pointing fearfully 
at it. When it appeared in 14;>6, the 
Turks had already seized Con-
stantinople and were preparing to 
invade Western Europe. In 1682. 
·~~nglish· astronomer Edmund 
Halley lIsed this com('t (which 
110W hears his name) to cal('lllate 
that comets w('re "real" bodies 
which obeyed the same Jaws of 
motion th'rough space as the 
planets did. Although Halley's 
new understanding of· com~ts 
dispelled old superstitions. it 
triggered a new anxIety: fhe fear 
\,1' a {'omi' • colliding with rarth. Tn 
17n a rumor spread through Paris 
lhal <l comet was on a collision 
{'ourse with parth, almost cer-
tainly marking the end of the 
world. The day of the prophesied 
disaster passed without incident. 
Overanxious newspapermen-
cri('d "doomsday" in 18:{2 when 
they lrarned that a comet was to 
{,I'OSS the earth's orbital path. 
}i'{'W Rtopped to realize· .that on 
lhal day earth would be 50 miUion 
milcR aWHY from the point where 
the ('omet intersected our orbital 
fmlh. Th(:' .Jules Verne novel,"Off 
.On A Com(lt", published in 1878, 
didn't help to dispel fears. The 
story told of a compt tearing off a 
piece of the earth and carrying it, 
inhabitants and all, deep into 
spllce. Only 63 years ago, one of 
Ill(' greateRt of ('omet scares 
sw<'pt the earth as Halley's Comet 
made another ,'eturn, Tn the 1910 
. appearance ('arth was to act.ually 
pass through the compt's tail. 
Sonw frightened citizens kept 
hottles of oxygen to protect them 
from the lail;s "poisonous gases." 
More (lnlerprisin'g individuals 
('apitalized on the t'venthy Relling 
"allti-compt pills" while fear 
drov(> a few others to commit 
suicide. 
Although still nothing more 
(han a tiny whitish blob on the 
pastern horizon at dawn, ob-
servable only through large 
telescopes, Comet Kouhoutek has 
the potential for becoming one of 
the most striking astronomical 
sights of the century. 
. higher in the sky each night after 
sunset. Because the comet will 
then be speeding away from the 
parlh. it will also fade rapidly, 
probably dropping below naked-
('ye visibility and losing most of 
its tail by the end of February 
1974. 
Energy proposals 
When discovered last March 7 
by t he Czech-born astronomer 
Lubas Kohoutek, the comet was 
-too million miles from the earth. 
TIs observation nine months away 
from perihelion means it must be 
,111 ohject of exceptional size. 
The extraordinary advance 
notice provided by the comet also 
has allowed astronomers and 
space scientists to prepare an 
intensive comet ahserving 
program, In addition to the 
t housnads ·of professional 
nstronomers watching the comet 
from (he ground, a host of ex-
pel'iments will be conducted in 
space, including possible ob-
servations by the third crew of 
Skvlab astronauts. 
'F'or amateur astronomers, 
with limited equipment, Kohoutek 
will remain a difficult object lIntil 
<It Ipast late November. At that 
tinw, the comet should appear as 
il fuzzy spot of light low in the 
Compact conglomerations of 
frozen gas and dust traveling in 
great elliptical orbits about the 
sun. eomets are thought tq be 
scraps left over from Ihecosmic 
construction jobs that created the 
solar system. 
As comets near the sun, solar 
radiation ('auses their ice to 
rdurn to its gaseous state. The 
particles mixed in the'icy matrix· 
stream out in ~pace and shine by 
reflected sunlight. 
Normallv the tails of comets 
point away from the sun, Tail 
formation is usual1y most striking 
aftcr periheilion, Rince more dust 
particles are released' as the 
result of more ice vaporizing, 
Although astronomers speak of 
('om('t's "rapid motion," most 
t'(lsual observers will not see any 
movement. except over several 
..;uccessive nights. lT~llaIIy 
l('omets, {'ven those with the 
longe's( and hrightest tails, ap-
peal' as filmy white featht'rs 
floating against a background of 
stars. 
By Todd Harris 
As our present "Energy 
('t'i::;i:;;" ::;tands firmly implanted 
on ('enter ::;tage. in the limelight of 
things, the BSC {'ommunity has 
l'(lached a point wlwre it has to 
decide whether or .not it wiII help 
··otll' PJ'("sident antll· hig oil·~('om~':· 
pallies w('ather the shortage this 
winter. Over the Thanksgiving 
recPss,lhe COMMF:NT learned 
lhal the adminish'afor in Student 
Sprvices at Boyden -fm 
c'ongregi:ited by candle lighf to 
discuss the current situation. 
(fnc!ollhh'(IIv tht')'t' was' much a 
IH'W li1-!ht sl;('(1 011 thf' maU('I' and 
"111111' )WW poli<'if's will hf' intiatf'd 
10 Iwlp miT stmlf'nts in tilt' fac(' of 
th(, hwl shol'ta~(', Thf'sf' IH'W 
pulh'il's ha "(' Itot ~'t't ht'('11 alt-
IWIIII{, .. d hy th(' COMMENT did 
~('t hohl of'" list of Stl1-!g('stiOl1s. 
Th~'J'~' \\'C'I'(' HS fullows: 
rn order to conserve gas that 
c'ommulprs use eoming back and 
. Discount Prices 
Calneras,Photo Supplies,Records&Tapes, 
,MU8i~ Supplies 
We get al~ the l~e8t Records first 
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fort h from ('lasses oaily 
1"l'i(b~l'w1lIpl' S(at(' will double its 
l'('sid£'llt populal ion. This wi1l be 
dOll{' hv HsSignillg two slud('nts to 
;1 he'd ,;nf students will shnrr room 
('osls. 
Nnl only will this plan SHV£' the 
:IVl'I'HP;t' (' mmnt{'1' 10 ~allons of 
":1'; a w{'('I<. hut should (';1 cit Iwd hI' {'(H'cl, tllC' IH'Ht {'()uld 1)(' (U)'Iwel 
{IOWIl low at night. '1'111' warmth of 
pal'll hNt will Iw la)'g(')y (!f'IH'n-
Ikllt "11011 thc' spirit of {'nopt'ration. 
IIC'I WI'I'1l Iwdmatf's. (I( might ;,Jlio 
111'11) Ill(' ~\()l"iHI situation al'ound 
1\('1'1' ) • -
In order to sav(' the heating of 
hot W[ltl'~, all showN's' in the 
c'oll('g(',{'xcept thp gang showere 
in HlP hovs locker room of Kelly 
(;vm, wiil he turnpd off. 
'This will grea1Jy r£'duc(> fhe 
wasting of hot waler on this 
c'atnpus. The nSf' math depart-
11H'nl l'Hleulatt'd that the use of 
,individual~howers wastes and 
;lvm'Hg(' of 10 gallons per per-
-':011 ,f'sppcially while the in-
dividual is s(l<1ping up. Whil(' one 
II(,I':-;on snups down the other ('ould 
1)(' Iising tlw showpr, greatly 
J'('dueing wnstng(' of hot waler. 
In clI'ciPI' to ('onsPl'vP th(' (lnergy 
I'P(JlIirNI to light lip Out' eampus ;It 
Ili~ht. t\H't'{' will 1)(' H mandatory 
hlaekol\t Ill' all dormitory lighls at 
11·j)(} PM.. Tn order to better 
1(1('ilitill(' this conservation step 
pl'of('ssot's will have to also 
comply by "light('ning" up on the 
ilssignmpnt load. 
It has heen ('alrulatpd Ihat the 
<lvPI'ag;l' stud<'nt turns his lights 
out al 12::l0 P.MP and during 
'Tinals Ihis leaps to 2:~O A,M .. 
Tiwrt'fore, it was also suggested 
Ihat fineli;;; he eHminaled. 
1"01' now these are the steps 
thaI the ('nMMr<~N1' has gotten 
hold of from the ffice of Student 
P!'rsol1lll'l in Royden Hall. We'll 
('onlinue to check the office wa~te 
haskpt 1'01' more rt'com .. 
Ilwndations of this nature! 
.\.K 
,·»l~~i 
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nALLERIES PRESENTS AN 
EXHIBITION OF CON-
TEMPORY AND OLD MASTER 
OREGINAL ART 
AT: BRIDGEWATER STATE 
COLLEGI<: 
The Bridgewater State College 
Ar·t Department will sponsor an 
('xhibition and sale of original 
graphic art by contemoprary and 
old master artists. Arranged by 
the Ferdinand Roten Galleries of 
B;tlitmore, Maryland, the 
('xhibition win' be held on Wed-
nesday. December 12. 1973. 
The exhibition will be on display' 
from 11 :00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. in the 
Student Union Outside the third 
floor Art Gallery 
Included in the exhibition wi11 
be over 1,000 original etchinos, 
lithographs, and woodcuts by 
artists such as Picasso, Chagall, 
Miro, Dali, Goya, Renoir, 
Kollwitz, and many others in-
eluding contemporary American, 
European, and Japanese print-
makers. Prices start at $5.00 with 
the majority . priced under 
$100.00. 
A well-qualified representative 
of the Roten Galleries will be 
present at the exhibition to an-
swer any questions the public 
may have regarding graphic art 
and printmaking. 
Established in 1932, Roten 
Galleries has one of the largest 
collections of graphic art in the 
country. The firm operates its 
main gallery at 123 W: Mulberry 
Street, in Baltimore. Ferdinand 
Hoten Galleries specializes in 
<ll'ranging exhibition sales of 
original graphic art at colleges, 
museums, and art center 
Ihroughout the country. 
."ilml:ving is )):lllg{'rolls 
/ CPS/ZNS )·-Warning 10 (,ollege 
"tudpl1ts: ('nllnllling for C'xarm: 
Illav Iw !wwrdolls 10 vour h('alth. 
:,('(:ording to a sfudv' hv nwdieal 
·'tllflPnls at Vnlgogr<lrl in Ih(' 
SIl\'id \lninn. 
Tilt' 1l1l'dies J1wastll'('d t h(' 
pllls(' r(lt('s 'll1d. ('I('c-
Jro('Lll'diqgrallls of sttrdents who 
\\('I'P i "'IH'('P~lI"l'(i for IIwir I ('sts 
;lllCl fOllnd Ill{' pulse ral('s of 
"llIdNlls who had ('ramnwd wC'rp 
I':lis('d to I<,vpls of lip to lB() h('als n 
l)limr/(" "lid IIml in/ensC' Il('rvous 
"Irain IWl'sistC'd Ih('(m~~hollf Ih£' 
C'X'1I11 ;lIld for n long time' <lftpI', 
'1'11<, shrdv ('ondudpd thai too 
tllllt'll <'I'<Illll'ning for ('xams might 
-wlll.JI'y shol'tpn a studC'nl's life. 
(CPS) -- Senator Barry Gold-' 
waleI' CR-Ariz.) wants the 
government to look into the use of 
hlimps and dirigibles on a large 
scale for cargo hauling. 
In a statemf>nt before 
. Congress Goldwater said, "I 
helieve it is time for NASA to take 
a new look at blimps and 
dirigibles--H new look at the 
('nginpering and economical 
pl'obl(lms ... from the vantage 
point of J97:l economics and 
technology. Any transportation 
system promising low noise and 
low fuel consumption deserves 
some considt'ration to.day .. " 
student art 
by Stephen Smalley 
On Monday, December 10,' a 
reception wi1l be held in the 
Student Union Art Gallery from 7-
10 p.m, to formally open the Fall 
Semester Annual Stud~nt ART 
F:xhibit. Co-sponsored by the 
Department of Art and the 
Student Union Program Com-
mittee, the reception is open to 
members of the Bridgewater 
College Community and will be an 
informl gathering of faculty, 
administration, and students, as , 
well as invited friends. 
All art works to be displayed 
are selected by the Art Depart-
. ment from the works done in the 
Hrt classes (day and continuing 
studies) duing the first semester 
of this year. Expanding 
pnrollment and enthusiasm' in the 
arts program insures an ex-
ceptionally diverse exhibit that 
promises to be appealing to all. 
By area, the following 
categories of work will be on 
display: 
PRINTMAKING-Graphics that 
employ etching, lino and wood cut 
techniques, as well as a newly 
expanded lithography section. 
Several daypoints and em- . 
bossings wiH also be on display. 
ORA WTNG-A variety of drawings 
that have been done in pen and 
ink, conte crayon, charcoal, as 
we)) as colored pencil renderings. 
'SCULPTURE-Plaster ab-
stractions that relate to the 
human head and employing the 
,waste mold process. Some in-
terpretations have been done in 
alabaster stone. 
CER'AMICS-Wheel thrown pieces 
as well as functional and non-
functional an,d non-functional 
reliefs and dimensional pieces in 




. projects that employ pen and ink, 
scratchboard. and ruling pen. A 
group project pocuses on a' re-
de~igning of Bridgewater center 
dope in scale. 
METAL DESIGN-Fabricatin 
projects. that focus on cutting, 
polishing, and soldering 
techniques with examples of stone 
. settings, lost wax c'asting, 
enameling and stained glass. 
pieces. An emphasis on jewelry 
and sculptural forms. 
DESIGNl-Loom weavings that ' 
include a double layered (war-
ped) piece some 64 inches wide. 
Hooked ruges and sculptured pile 
of abstract design. 
Equal Rights Amendment Faces 
Continued Opposition 
(CPS) -- RatiEication of the Equal 
Rights Amendment (ERA) to the' 
lTS Constitution faces strong 
opposition across the country. 
Passed by Congress in 1972, 
ERA awaits the ratification of 
('ight more states t lH'conH" law. 
i\ ('Ol1stitutional a'mc>ndmc>nt 
1l111!i t 1)(' a ppJ'Ov('d by :~x of the !'if) 
Shih'S, wihin S(,VE'1t YE'ars of its 
suhmission to tlH' statE's. 
To date, eighteen states have 
taken negative action on 
ratification. Arkansas ef-
fe' tive.ly killed the bill 'hy 
nmending it.· while Utah, South 
Carolina, Nevada, Missouri. 
Maine. Indiana. Illinois, and 
Florida defeated approval with a 
floor· vote of the legislature. 
Arizona, Mississippi and 
Montana have tabled the issue, 
and Georgia has recommitted it 
for further sudy. 
Nebraska, which approved the 
amendment. has now voted to 
rescind its ratification. Ac-
cording to existing Constitutional 
,mthoritv however. a state lacks 
I he po~er to withdraw its 
ratification. The matter is as yet 
11l1:"ettled. 
I<~RA. which was initially 
proposed to Congress in 1923 by 
th(~ National Womans nParty, has 
until 1979 1'0 be ratified. 
Th'e exhibit shal1'be operitrom 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily, 
Monday .through Friday, and 
Closes on December 19. 
By Katie Mason 
/ 
The ACUI Regional Campus Tournament is continUIng in the GamE' 
Having a child is not ~asy for ~n Room this week. The winners of our Campus Tournament will qualify to . 
{'xpectant mother and It takes .Its compete in a Regional Tournament scheduled to be held February 8 th 
loll on the fath.er a~ we,n. Durmg and 9 th at the the University of Central Connecticut. Results of com-
tl~ld after theIr wives pregnan- pIe ted ("(ames are as follows: 
('leS, the new fathers suffered a C 
variety of ailments from upset 
stomachs to severe psychoses. 
The November SCIENCE .BILLARDS: 
DlG~ST reports that Menninger 
Foundation psycholigists say 
Ilwse problems are brought on by 
('lose identitv. with the mother 
('llVy'and anger at the loss of at~ 
fpntion or previously suppressed 
hostilities working their way to 
rhe surface. 
The man-eating lion is unique 
nrnong Africa's predators both in 
its diet and its single- minded 
pursuit of its main staple --·man. 
TIl(' November SCIENCE 
IlTGI<~ST reports there are in-
ddents of man-eaters ramming 
I hrough a herd of cattJe to attack 
the herdsman -- or clawing their 
way through through the walls of 
native huts to attack people. 
Tracking and killing such heasts 
i!' :1 tricky and dangerous job, 
\\Tites wildlife ('x pert George 
,·'ramp. His Sf'IENCE DIGEST 
llrlicle chronicles the "careers" of 
infamous man-eaters and how 
they w('re E>1iminated. 
November 27 Ron McHugh defeated Tom Kinsman 50-40 
November27 JckKerznerdefeatedBIillNoyes 50-43 
'November 28 LarrY Kalis defeated Bob Gillis 50-42, 
November2S' _ Larry Kalis defeated Jack Kerzner 50-34 
'November 28' Eri..<i Langenthgl defeated Mike Byre 50-41 
·November 28' Tom Kin~'mandefeated Mike Byrne 50-I!}, 
November 29 Eric Langenthal defeated Ron McHugh 50-40-' 
November 29 Jack Kerzner defeated Tom Kinsman50-liO 
Noye,mber 29 Dave McDermott defeatedLarry .Kalis 50-23 
November 30 Bob GiIfis d"efeatedBiIl Noyes 50-25, 
December 4 Bob Gillis defeated Cisco McHugh 50-15 
CHESS: 
November 28 Skip Maloney won a m?tch over Ron McHugh 2-1 
December 2 Paul Beane won a inatchoverGreg Walek 2-0 
TABLE TENNIS: 
November 30 Jose Soare~ defeated 9ary Haigunseth 3-1 





Bears. lose opener to- Cu.n."y 
by Tom P('rry 
The campus critics who so 
('njoy mouthing off about the 
performances of BSC teams will 
be hard pressed to knt;>Ck the "on 
the court" efforts of the 1973-74 
hasketball team. They'll hustle, 
they'll keep coming even though 
they're down and they'l1 not be 
intimidated by anyone - even 
t hough they're probably one of the 
shortest college basketball teams 
in the area. Saturday \nite, in 
fhe cold confines of a shabby 
Curry ColJege gym, the Bears 
"took it on tht' chin" fl'om tht' 
('olol1r)s. who I't'a II v didn't 
d«'sl'l'\'r to win, Th(" !li-RO scort" 
was not indicative of. thr tl'llt' 
(rmlw of th(' gamt' although it 
dot's 1'('pl't"st"nt ont" faet. that tht" 
Ht'ars tl'ail('d most of til(' ('v('ning, 
Tht' opt'ning tap-off plac('d 
HJ'i"~('wah'I"s fift. 2irl. ('('ntrr. 
Stc'V(' McNally. against ('(wry's 
Hft. lin. sta nd-out. RN'nit' 
Dc'Vaughn. (('ach t}la y(,I' would 
wind lip taking honl(' their h'um's 
tI'l) sl'cwing honors). McNally 
ShOl'k,'d the CUlTY squad and 011-
I04lkl'I's bv contl'OUing th(' ta p; 
11OW('\'r1" for tht" nrxt thrr(' 
milllltt's that's all tilt' R('ars would 
('otlrt. Y ('s. Brucr sllrprise'd a lot 
of I)('opl(' by only taking onl' shot. . 
.\lIotht'I' shot in th(' arm for ('03('h 
Knudson was thl' play of his young 
h~H'k ('OI1l't1111.'11 in thf' first half, 
Fn'shman Ste'vr ('rocf'tti playrd 
as if hr'd h('('n thl'rt' for yt'ars and 
!wl,hl1lor('Chris lIi11is playt'd as if 
I .. ,·s J.!oing to h('long tht'r(' for 
W.II·S. At thl' f'nd or thr first 
. il:llf tilt' Rt'ars display('d tht'ir 
('"xp('('t('d wl'akn('ssrs, Thry 
stl'tlggl('d lIndrl' the' boards all 
('\·c'nillJ.! whit'h says that tht' R('ars 
hig Ill'Ohl(,1l1 will h(' h('ight; a lack 
of it in the form of an t'xpt'ri('nct"d 
1)13:\'rl', Thr BSf' dwarf front 
.('Olll't wasn't pushrd around ann 
did \\'('11 estahlishing {h('position 
thllt tll('Y did: hut th{'y just 
('all't .it'll as a IInit, tht' wint('r fOl' 
Tom Knudson ('ould b(' dark(,I'-
and ('old(,I' than tht' ('n('rgy 
ShOI".lJ.!C· ('oilM h(' h('ld a('-
('ounta hl(' fot'. 
• 
. __ Ll 
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Although the cross-country 
Reason ended over three weeks 
ago, the B,S,C, harriers made it 
official last Friday with their 
annual break-up mea) at the 
Tamarack Inn in Lakeville, 
The meal was well worth the 
three week wait. The dinners 
came with many extras--fruit 
cup, salad, and desert. I did think 
it was a little expensive, though, a 
~irloin steak being $6.25, and half 
a roasted chicken at $4,75. 
Several events highlighted the 
('vening. First on the agenda was 
Ihe presentation of a placque to 
Coach Chris Brady. After co-
l'aptain Wayne Stuck (the squad's 
only senior) delivered a short 
address, praising Coach Brady 
for the success he had with such a 
young team (there was only one 
junior and one senior· on this 
year's squad) and thanking him 
I'or the inspiration he gave us 
(Coach Brady ran with us in all 
our workouts). I, on behalf of the 
team, presented him the placque, 
Amid the hustle and bustle of a 
country inn, Coach Brady 
received a standing ovation. (The 
waitress was particularly im-
pressed,) 
• 
After things. quieted <lown, we 
still . had one more item of 
business to transact-the elction of 
next year's captains, In a· wide-
open contest •. with only co-captain 
Wayne Stuck graduating, I was 
re-eJected co-captain, and Mike 
MeCabe, a freshman from 
Norton, moved in to fill Stuck's 
vacated spot as co-captain.' 
McCabe's first duty as co-. 
eaptain is to beat Coach Brady in 
1 he La ncaster mara thon this 
Sunday, December 9. McCabe is 
a definite underdog, though, it 
being his first marathon and our 
('oach having I;>roken three hours 
in the Bay State marathon five 
w('eks ago, Still, McCabe showed. 
,1 Jot of guts this season, coming 
through in the big races (in 
leading us to our third place finish 
in. the Massachusetts State 
College Championships he took 
seventh,> 
All in all, the evening was a 
ritting end for the season.;.they , 
hoth were great! 
. ('ontl'ol as ('m'I'y ran off 10 rapid 
!'in' points h('for(' th(' R('ars ('mild 
sink a hool', Mtrr BS(, lI('ad 
IH('nhH', nl', Knudson, railed a 
tim«' out ,md mad(' a f('w suh-
stitutions, the' BS(' off('ns~ finally 
~()t going. Whilr tht' bask('t 
nl:lking dick('(l at 0!1{' ('nd of thr 
floor th(' haskf't pI'('vrntion 
damlH'd on Curry down til(' oth('r 
('lui of til(' ('OUl't and thr He'urs 
"'t"'C' haUling back. Th(' swishing 
.1,,(1 swal>ping of baske'ts ('On-
tillUt'd until tht' Bf'urs took n aa-:J2 
Ir,ul with thr'C'(' minute'S I ... f( in til(' 
rh'st half, Along th.- way, in 
(II(' I'h'st hul£. tilt' Brars show('d 
tl1(' sh't'ngths and w.-akh(,ss(>S 
thal will undoubtrdly br th('ir 
h'mh'l1uu'ks ror thr Rr3son. Thrir 
strong points this st'ason will 
includ(' tOilS of poisr_ from tht'ir 
guanls ~ not jllst tltt' starling duo 
411' .Jolin M('!';harry and Sit'v(' 
('l'1u.'t'Ui but also f.-oOl Chris Hillis 
<Hul ,John ()' Connor. Anoth('r 
,'xp('('h'd Cortt', will h(' til(' husUf.' 
and Irade'I'ship of Rich BrNtn3n. 
. ('onh1n', ('ontain tht' talll'r 
('oIOlU'ls Ulld('I'nt'ath. You con't 
fault BI't'IlIUUl or ('()-{'aptain Mil(' 
Tikolloff or ('(,llt('1' !.;t('Vf' McNally. 
II' al1~,thillg M{'Nally d('s('rv('s 
nothing but ac('olad('s for his 
standout 1)t'rfcJl'l11anct'. At 6ft. 
:!in .. hl' was BSC's outstanding 
pla~'(',' and his ('xploits ('\,('n 
11I'omIJh'" 011(' Curry sJ1"~latol' to 
('hid,', "Put anoillt'r two o~ thl'('r 
in<"iH's 011 ~'ollr ('(,l1tl.'r and 111.' 
WOUll'II't 1)(' playing at 
Bl'iclgt'wat('" that's rOl' sure'!" 
WII('(hc'" 01' not this is (1'11(' is 
SIH'('ulation but OlW fad ('onnot hl' 
l'IHlII"IlJ.!('d andthat is anyollr who 
('an dis{"'('{1it the' ()Iay of l\-1<'Nally 
dOt'slI" know what tll(, t(,I'm 
"guts" is all ahout. Tht's('cond 
half at ('Url'~' startC'd with till' 
Ih'l1rs . on till' shcwt (,IU' of a1:t-:m 
S('OI'('. Aft ... , s('OI'ing 11 flukk two 
,minh'" off tllf' op('ning hill-off th .. 
BC'lH'S' oHl'llsi\'(' attack found 
Usc·1f in tilt' l'Iut('ht"'s of a d('('1> 
fl'l'('z(' as Curry ('nU1e' out 
hl'(·athillJ.! fil'" , .md I'un ltp :1 li:l··t5 
S('OI't' hrfm'(' th .. B('urs rOl1ld thaw 
':mL 'I'll(' (haw wusn't .'apid fir(',. 
.iust slow Ilwlting. as graduuUy 
Hockey looks ahead 
Thrl't' w('r(' sonl«' pleasant 
suq)J-is('s in thl' game"s first haH 
ton. HI'lI('(' Pat'!;ons, an ('x .lV 
sh~u'll-shoote'r, pr(w('d that h(' hr 
"i'allv (1m's know what tlt(' w(wd 
"d('f~llst'" mf'ans, Hrucl', who 
has h{'('/1 sllsprd of knowing o~ly 
Iw\\' to fk{' tlw hall at tit(' rtn1, 
Iwld lift. !lin. /\1 ,Ja('ksoll of ClIl'l'Y 
s('uI'C'I('ss whil., IH' was 011 thl.' 
t hl' ('m'I'y I('ad ht'~an to shrink, 
SUIlH' dul('h fonl shooting by 
SOI,llIum't' guard .John O'ConnOl' 
11('II)4'd lhr B.-al's ('01111.' within 
Sf','('11 .,oints wi~h two and 1/2 
minutc's 1.-(( in th.- gam('. 
lIu\\'t'\'('I'. X7·HO is .. S dos(' as 
BI'jd~('wat('1' would ('OflU', ('lIrl'~' 
staliN" tlU' BNlrs foult'd, uud th(' 
~anw ('IHINI with ('lIrr~' on ttlJ) 91-
HII, (:OIH' is (hr hot hand of .JOf' 
WiSt', hut IH'I'(' is It "('am" that 
will Ita\,(' to 1*1~' tOJ.!"th"J' in ord('r 
to win. Tlu'y'll Illl\'(' to be' n 
l'UllllillJ.! fast hrl'ak t~'IH' of t"am to 
stav em til(' ('(Hn" "dih IIlIH'h 
lal'~('I' oPIJUlwnts. Thf'y'll han' to 
Ill' a stil1g~' hall hawldllg typ" of 
dc'fc'IIsi\'(' {c'am, If til(' B"at'S 
hy Tim Harnett 
The B,S.C. icemen took the ice 
for the firSt time this year against 
Merrimack College last Wed-
nesday night. Although the final 
score was 12-0, I think I can show 
that the Bears played 
representative hockey. The facts 
are: 
1. The Bears were playing their 
first game while Merrimack was 
in its fifth, 
2. Merrimack is a team of all 
hockey scholarship players. 
:J. Merrimack lost by only 4-2 to 
Boston College, the third best 
team in the country, last year. 
4. Merrimack scored 4 of the 
goals in the last 3 and one·half 
minutes of play. 
At first glance. it looks as jf the 
Bears were either naive or bold in 
scheduJing a team of this 
character, but if the school has 
any visions of building up a 
ho(,kev tradition, it requires ·them 
to play top caliber teams like 
Ml'rrimack. Granted, you'll take 
your lUmps for a few years, but 
the school will get known and will 
eventually attract top notch high 
schoolers to come· here, 
The Bears are also . playing 
I€ams like A.I.C., Boston State, 
Salem State, and Lowell ·Tech, 
teams of the same caJiber as 
Merrimack. There could be 
repeats of the Merrimack game, 
hut r thillk the team has enough 
talent and pride to make big 
improvements as the year 
progresses. They could use a few 
breaks also. 
So, please don't he skeptical 
hut instead get out to a few games 
and appreciate what the players 
are doing for themselves and the 
school. 
The first home game is this 
~lllurday , Decemher R, against 
N('w r-\:ngland College. So go and 
'wing your enthusiasm in what 
('vel' form it come in. (The arena. 
is hcated in West Bridgewater on 
Houle lOf), just off the Houte 24 
interchange. , 
Oonating yoqr hody to science 
i~ no longer the legally com-
plicated procedure it used to be. 
N{'w laws have streamlined the 
proeess and an ('stimated 200,000 
Iwop}e in the United States have 
already willed their. hodies to 
m(>dical schools and hospitals. 
TIl(' n('ed has never heen greater, 
N(lW developmf'nts in organ and 
tissue Ira nsplanl operations have 
inereased the need for f;pare 
pnrts. D('mands of medical 
schools hnve also increased the 
n.lnd November's SCIENCE 
/)IGf'~ST detaiJs how a donation 
['an he made and what laws are 




~ is a professor at Bridgewt!teL-j§~ 
The Bridgewater State from Syracuse, New York. Oc-
wrestling team is anticipating it's cupying the 142 lb. class ~s . co-
first meet of the year on Dec. 12 at captain Phil Greim, a native of 
Yale. The boys have been 
laboring every day from 3:00-5:00 Scituate. Next is Paul Girouard, 
in the basement of the Science who will represnt BSC in the 134 
bUilding. They are ably coach~d lb. division. Paul, a junior, 
by Dr. Emanuel Maier, head of clairns Gardner as his hometown. 
the Earth Science and Geography Phil Kopel holds the 126 lb. class 
department. Prior to their first spot. Phil is a sophomore by way 
meet, the Bears will wrestle of Sharon. As of this writing, 
Brockton High in an exhibition unfortunately, BSC has no 
match for the benefit of the representative in the 118 lb. 
Veterans' Hospital, Dec. 7 at 7:00. weight class. If anyon~ is in~ 
The team is quite strong in the teres ted in trying ouUor this spot, 
heavier weight divisions. Mosi or allY of the others, they are 
berths will be decided in a welcome to join us in the bottom 
wrestle-::off in order to determine of the Science BUilding. Ex-
Swimmers take third 
who will represent BSC in each perience is ,not necessary. . 
meet. The contenders for the ~. The rest of" tbe wrestling 
unlimited category are freshmen schedule is as follows: . .,--
Mike Healey and Chuck Brock. December 12 -
ALBANY. N.Y.--The Bridgewater 
Rtate Col1ege VARSITY Swim-
ming Team captured third place 
Mike hails from Dedham and at Yale (JV) 1:00 
I Chuck is "from Tyngsboro. 
Paltz. Binghampton, Union Bridgewater's efforts. Coach Wrestling in the 190 lb. class are 
CoHege, and Plattsburgh State. Yeskewicz said that tbe per- freshman Steve Seminerio and co-
Keene State and the Coast Guard formanc~ was a "pleasant swr- captain Bob Sullivan. Steve is a 
January 29 -
at Emerson 7:00 
- in the Great Dane Relays held at 
Albany, N.Y. Depth was the 
~deciding factor as reserve 
" 'swimmers helped B.KC. out-point 
Albany State, S.U.N.Y. at New 
. ...... -.'."£ 
Academy took first and second prise". The coach is now looking product of Saugus,. while Bob 
respectively. " forward to Jhe beginning of th~ claims Westhampton, "Long 
A first place fin~hi" i~ the 400 dual meet season which -starts· Island as his homt'o Vying for the 
vard freestyle relay and a second here Friday, December 7 against 17-7 'lb. class are freshman Eric 
place finish in the one meter Lowell Tech. at 8:00 p.m. - Brunelle." a native of Lowell~ and 
diving relay highlighted :Jo~ri -Mondor. a sophomore 
February 5 -
at Mass. Maritime 7:30 
Vebruary 8-
at Harvard 6:00 
:~" . 
... '. . . . 
. Tonight: Basketball vs. Salem 
State-'-8:oop.m. 
Friday night:· Swimming vs. 
!"LoweH Tech--8:00p.m. 
Saturday night: Hockey VS. 
N£'wEngland CoUege--8:30 p.m. 
(Crossroads Arena at the junction' 
of . Routes 106 and 24 in West 
Bridgewater. ) 
So · transfer" from Worcester State. 'ccer " Alonl"in the )~1 lb. weight class is 
. .--- .. S· " . junior-Toni Giusti. -froni Newton . Play the most Pop~ar port -"NexUs the 158 lb. divisicID~':;;:_ 
February 12 .. 
at BoSton College;4:00 
February 16 -
at So. Conn. 3:00 
I.n the WTorld.-" junior Rick Kenney an~ freshman "' I " John Sweeney fighting" for that 
. d' . J So berth.. Injured with torn We are still trying to schedide All intereste contact ose . ares ligaments "in his arm presently," . one' home meet for the 73-74 
697-4251 Rick is from Scituate, as is Jolln. (season. However, we' still hope £0, Following is the 150 lb. class, with see some fans at some of the more 
J 323 ' 'local matches. or "ohn LaPorta Ext. 393 Rm . freshman Jim Dickinson holding 




" ..4ma Sri. lJroJ:ktOll 
,JJ/N. ....... JI.,.Uo· Srt. 
Eastern Standard 
Time 
Weekends present B'S'C' I'D-
·w....., Is· Ladles Night 
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